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TIMES OF DAY:
DAWN:
4 A.M.
DAY:
6 A.M.
EVENING: 10 P.M.
NIGHT:
12 A.M.
1

TO
TO
TO
TO

p. 1

6 A.M.
10 P.M.
12 A.M.
4 A.M.

EXT. UNPAVED HIGHWAY #3-STRATTON’S CAR - EVENING

1

A lonely unpaved highway.
.
SUPERIMPOSE: NORTHWEST TERRITORIES - SUMMER OF 1964
A 1964 Ford whizzes by, raising dust . The title disappears
with the car. We stay on the dust until it settles.
2

EXT. CROSSROADS-BC GEN STORE/FRONT STEPS - EVENING

2

MARTIN BISHOP, 18, wearing denim overalls and jacket , is
sitting on the front steps of BENT CREEK GENERAL STORE. There
is no other building in sight and no traffic , just the road
bordered by spindly trees and dry dusty weeds.
Martin winds his watch, an item from the late forties. It is
10:30 p.m.
Two Indian teenagers on mustang bicycles lazily cross the
parking lot and stare at Martin.
Stratton’s car enters the frame. Martin picks up a duffel bag
at his feet.
3

Omitted

3

4

OMITTED

4

5

I/E. UNPAVED HIGHWAY #4-STRATTON’S CAR - NIGHT

5

A ballad is playing on the radio. Headlights scan the gravel
long enough to hypnotize anyone. Martin is sitting in the
passenger seat looking blankly at the road ahead.
6

I/E. STRATTON’S CAR - HIGHWAY - DAWN
The clock on the dash says 4:15. Stratton lights a cigarette
and offers Martin one. Martin refuses.
(CONTINUED)

6
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CONTINUED:

6

On the road ahead, blinding headlights go from high to low. A
car passes by. Stratton swerves a little. He points to a
thermos. Martin pours him a cup of coffee.
STRATTON
You drive, Bishop?
MARTIN
No, Sir.
STRATTON
A farm boy who doesn’t drive?
MARTIN
I can drive a team of horses.
STRATTON
What are you, from another century?
MARTIN
My dad didn’t believe in tractors
and trucks a whole lot.
STRATTON
Didn’t huh?
(he waits for an answer
but none comes)
And he hasn’t changed his mind?
MARTIN
If he has he died first.
STRATTON
You have my sympathies.
7

7

EXT. UNPAVED HIGHWAY #1-ROADSIDE - DAY
The car is parked by the roadside. A traffic sign says Hay
River - 100 miles. Stratton is jumping on the spot to get
the circulation going in his legs. Martin is taking a leak.
STRATTON
Why didn’t you keep the farm? Beats
working for a boss.
Martin zips up.

(CONTINUED)
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CONTINUED:

7

MARTIN
No insurance. My dad said I was his
insurance. He didn’t believe in the
other kind.
Stratton takes a sip of coffee and passes the cup to Martin.
MARTIN (cont'd)
You don't want to bet on death, he
tol d m e, and my L ord kn ows yo u
don't want to bet against it.
STRATTON
You wouldn’t’ve lost the farm if
he’d made that bet.
MARTIN
My dad lived by what he believed.
He taught me right from wrong. He
tried to anyway. The good and the
bad in every act and every way of
thinking. But I don’t know what’s
right anymore.
STRATTON
So un ds to m e l ik e y ou
suffering your losses.
8

be en

8

I/E. UNPAVED HIGHWAY #2-STRATTON’S CAR - DAY
The sun is high. The road is narrow and Stratton has to drive
slow. A church bell tower is visible a ways away. Stratton
nudges Martin who is asleep. Martin rubs his eyes.
STRATTON
Hay River.

9

9

EXT. GRANGER SEAPLANE HARBOUR-NEAR THE HOUSE - DAY
Stra tton an d Ma rti n ar riv e at a smal l h arbo ur on t he
outskirts of Hay River on the Great Slave Lake: a jetty, a 20
foot wharf, a parking lot and a small bungalow. A 16 year-old
girl chewing on a Popsicle stick, NICOLE GRANGER, is gassing
up a seaplane parked near the jetty.
Stratton parks the car near the house.
STRATTON
That's it… End of the road.
(CONTINUED)

#
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CONTINUED:

9

They get out of the car and Stratton flings the car keys at
Martin.
STRATTON (cont'd)
Get the stuff on the plane.
Stratton heads for the bungalow and Martin unlocks the trunk.
He picks up his duffel bag and Stratton’s luggage.

#

Nicole observes him, amused. She is pretty with blond hair
and blue eyes. She puts the gas pump back in its slot just as
Martin puts his bags down. Martin is staring at her.
NICOLE
What are you looking at?
MARTIN
Nothing...
NICOLE
I look like nothing to you?
MARTIN

#
#

…

#
#

NICOLE
You sure know how to chat a girl
up, buster.

#
#

She puts her hands in her back pockets and smiles.

#

NICOLE(cont'd)
There’s got to be more stuff.

#
#

MARTIN
Just cigarettes.

#
#

NICOLE
Better go get them.

#
#

Really?

MARTIN

#
#

NICOLE
He wants to make a buck.

#
#
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10 #

I/E GRANGER SEAPLANE HARBOUR-ON THE DOCK - DAY
Martin and Nicole are loading up the gear and boxes of
cigarettes with Martin stealing quick looks at Nicole.

#
#

NICOLE
So y o u’ r e on yo u r w ay t o P i ne
Point.

#
#
#

Yeah…

MARTIN

#
#

NICOLE
Yeah? (Beat.) Talk much? You know,
this plane is the only way in or
out of Pine Point. So you better be
nice to me.

#
#
#
#
#

MARTIN
The only way out?

#
#

NICOLE
Scary, huh? (Beat.) I’m Nicole.

#
#

Martin looks nervous. Takes a glance to the horizon. Nicole
is finishing up with the plane and deliberately avoids eyecontact.

#
#
#

NICOLE (CONT'D) (cont'd)
Nic ole Gr ang er. W e’r e t he onl y
Grangers in the book.

#
#
#

MARTIN
Okay.

#
#

NICOLE
So who’re you?

#
#

MARTIN
Martin Bishop.

#
#

Nicole sits on the float of the plane. Martin follows suit.
NICOLE
The track or the mine, Marty?

#
#
#

Track.

MARTIN

#
#

NICOLE
So w e w o n’ t b e s ee i ng y o u f or
awhile.

#
#
#
(CONTINUED)
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10

MARTIN
I guess not …

#
#

NICOLE
Too bad.

#
#

They look at each other. Something passes between them.
NICOLE(cont'd)
Yo u d on ’ t lo o k l ik e a r a il w ay
worker.

#
#
#
#

Martin looks at her quizzically.

#

NICOLE(cont'd)
The men. On the track. They’re old
... and ... Are you excited to fly?

#
#
#

MARTIN
I guess so.

#
#

NICOLE
Don’t worry. I’ve been up so many
times I could fly this thing with
my eyes closed. Maybe I’ll do that
someday. Fly blindfolded.

#
#
#
#
#

MARTIN
(uneasy) I don’t know.

#
#

NICOLE
I fly out everyday. But I always
end up back here. One day I’ll fly
this baby south. You should come
with me, Marty.

#
#
#
#
#

MARTIN
You mean steal it?

#
#

NICOLE
Borrow. It’s my dad’s.

#
#

MARTIN
I’ve never been too far south.

#
#

NICOLE
So when the job’s done, you should
call me.

#
#
#

MARTIN

#
#

Okay.
(CONTINUED)
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10

NICOLE
I mean it, okay? With your pockets
full of money. We’ll fly south.

#
#
#

MARTIN

#
#

NICOLE

#
#

Sure.
Yeah.
The two sit together in silence on the float.

#

(CONTINUED)
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CONTINUED: (3)

10

LATER. The plane slowly leaves the wharf. Stratton is sitting
in front with MR. GRANGER, the pilot; Martin is in back.
Nicole is standing on the deck smiling. She mimics picking up
a phone.
11

EXT. RAILWAY TRACKS/WORK SITE #1-SEAPLANE IN AIR - DAY
Martin is mesmerized by the scenery below: after the shores
of the Great Slave Lake, an endless blanket of bony conifers.
DISSOLVE TO:
More trees down below for miles. And then, suddenly, in the
middle of the forest, a stretch of railway track. Martin
cranes his neck.
STRATTON
(at the top of his voice)
The Great Slave Lake Railway.
(MORE)

(CONTINUED)

#

11
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STRATTON (cont'd)
This is the last stretch. Your camp
is 24 miles out of Pine Point.

11

MARTIN
What’d they find in Pine Point?
STRATTON
Lead zinc. By the ton. That's why
we're laying track.
12

EXT. PINE POINT-LAKESHORE CAMP/BEACH- DAY
The seaplane has set down on a small lake. On the shore, a
tent has PINE POINT MINES written above the flap. Two more
tents and two pickup trucks make up the "town". Stratton and
Martin walk towards one of the pickups. Stratton points to a
hillock and some prospector’s equipment a hundred yards away.
STRATTON
That's the mine.
MARTIN
That's it?
STRATTON
This place'll be a boom town once
we finish the line.
MARTIN
You work for the government?
STRATTON
Private contractor. A project like
th i s o n e , y o u d o n ’ t g e t a
government-run. Too many rules and
regulations. You gotta be ruthless
if you do n’t wa nt to lo se you r
shirt.
Martin looks at Stratton, waiting for more.
STRATTON (cont'd)
We're peeling men off the walls of
loony bins and drunk tanks to lay
this track. We're depopulating a
few skid rows down south. It don’t
cost so much when you have to show
them how to use a hammer…
They climb in one of the pickups.

12
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13

I/E. RAILWAY TRACKS #4/PINE POINT-GRADE - DAY
The grade splits through a forest of rickety spruce trees.
The pickup is doing 20 m.p.h., two wheels on the gravel, two
wheels on the ground. Martin hangs on to the dash.
They reach the track. A crew of eight men is still working.
STRATTON
(affectionately)
Bunch of hoboes...

14

Omitted

14

15

EXT. MAIN CAMP-FISK TRAILER/OUTSIDE - DAY

15

Stratton's truck leaves the grade and arrives at a plateau
where vehicles are parked.
The plateau leads to a campsite where seven trailers form a
square around a clearing. A bunch of dusty-skinned and grubbyclothed workers are having smokes there. They look like they
haven’t slept in weeks.
Martin takes in the scenery as he and Stratton walk across
the campground. One of the workers - physically fit but weak
in the mind - tries to grab Martin’s duffel bag as he passes
by him. Stratton slaps his arm and the man leaps away.
They come up to FISK’S quarters. The foreman is rolling up
his sleeves; his arms are stumpy and thick. A porcelain bowl
of water sits on a small table.
STRATTON
This is the new timekeeper, Fisk.
FISK
Think so?
STRATTON
He’s our man. He needs a job and he
can read and write.
Fisk leans over the bowl and soaks his hands and face in the
water. He picks up a towel and dries himself vigorously.
FISK
Does he understand how I get paid?
(CONTINUED)
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15

Martin looks at Stratton.
STRATTON
We have our way of doing things.
MARTIN
How so?
FISK
I get 26 hours a day. 29 hours on
Sundays because that ought to be my
day of rest. Seven days a week.
Seven weeks straight. Then I take
an hour off. That’s what you mark
down.
Stratton puts his attaché-case on the table.
STRATTON
Fisk does a job for us. There are
norms we have to abide by. To get
around them, we increase the number
of hours he works.
Fisk glances at the workers as he dries the inside of his
ears with the towel.
FISK
Does he know how the men get paid?
STRATTON
You tell him.
FISK
Yo u ’r e t h e s up e rv i so r . Yo u
should've told him by now. What're
you good for, Stratton?
STRATTON
(looking at Martin)
Fisk will tell you how many hours
the men work.
FISK
We might be gone for 16 hours but
all that counts is a mile of track.
If my men put down a mile of track
they get paid their 16 hours. If
they don't lay down a mile of track
they get paid less than 16 and I'll
be the one to tell you how many.
(MORE)
(CONTINUED)
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CONTINUED: (2)

FISK (cont'd)
That's how a timekeeper keeps time
on any gang of mine.

STRATTON
Do you understand that, kid?
MARTIN
(naively)
I guess so. Though where I come
from a man gets paid for what he
works.
FISK
Not your first day on the job and
you're givin' me lip. He's givin'
me lip.
MARTIN
No sir. I was just expressing an
opinion.
Fisk disappears behind the trailer and hollers.
FISK (O.S)
Don't think out loud around here! I
ain't listening!
MARTIN
Yes sir.
A skinny older man, the BULLCOOK, comes up to Martin and
grabs his duffel bag. Martin desperately pulls on his bag.
STRATTON
It’s okay. He’s the bullcook.
Martin lets go of the bag. Fisk comes back with a panting
dog. Stratton touches Martin's shoulder and they step back.
Fisk scratches the dog's ears.
FISK
This is King.
MARTIN
Hey King.
FISK
This here's the new timekeeper.
The dog leaps at Martin and barks and drools at the mouth.
Martin takes several more steps back. Fisk holds the dog's
leash and laughs. The dinner bell tolls.

15
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16

INT. MAIN CAMP-MESS HALL/BOSSES TABLE - DAY
The mess hall is a long line of seven tables that seat
twelve. Not much talking is going on amongst the ragamuffin
crew, mostly eating.
Martin and Stratton are alone at the table near the door.
Fisk and his equipment operators walk in and join them. They
assume their customary seats and Martin has to move.
Fisk drops a pile of time logs in front of Stratton. Stratton
puts them in his case.
Martin has a mound of mashed potatoes on his plate. He looks
at a shaky-handed flunky, LOMACKI, approaching with a platter
of pork chops.

17

17

INT. MAIN CAMP-MESS HALL/BOSSES TABLE - DAY
Most men have cleared out and the place is quiet. Stratton,
Martin and Fisk are smoking. An obese man, Prud’homme aka
COOK, joins them.
STRATTON
This is Cook. His name's Prud'homme
but we call him Cook.
COOK
How are you?
STRATTON
This is the new timekeeper. Martin
Bishop.
Cook and Martin shake hands.
MARTIN
What happened to the old one?
COOK
Did you enjoy your meal?
MARTIN
Yes sir.
COOK
Then I guess the old timekeeper was
good for something.

(CONTINUED)
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17

Fisk laughs. Martin knows he's being teased. He laughs too.
COOK (cont’d)
Do you like human flesh? It's my
specialty.
MARTIN
It's okay.
COOK
Raw?
MARTIN
Baked.
Martin’s smile changes into a repressed yawn. He stands up to
leave but Cook eyeballs him.
MARTIN (cont’d)
What?
COOK
I am an oracle, son. I am a prophet
of doom. Truth is, that's an easy
thing to be. Pro phe sy doom and
you're bound to be correct ninetynine times out of every one
hundred. I am here to tell you the
river that flows by us tonight will
flood the oceans of the world with
bl oo d . M en wi ll se ek to d ro wn
themselves in that river of their
own bleeding. But they will fail to
sink, so thick will that water be
with the excavated hearts of other
men, so staggering the horror. I so
prophesy tonight.
Fisk's body shakes with amusement. Prud'homme pushes the
platter of uneaten chops toward Martin.
COOK (cont'd)
Now go feed that dog.
Martin stoops to pick up the platter but gets his hand
slapped.
COOK (cont'd)
Dishes don't ever leave the mess
hall.
(CONTINUED)
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17

The cook grabs two chops, holds Martin's wrist and plants the
chops in his open palm.
FISK
Separate the bones first. Feed him
bones, I'll feed him yours.
Martin nods and leaves the mess hall dripping drops of sauce.
18

18

EXT. MAIN CAMP/FISK TRAILER/OUTSIDE - DAY
The bullcook and a man, POSSE GUY #1, carrying a towel, a bar
of soap and a razor follow Martin across camp. Martin turns
around.
MARTIN
Can I help you?
The bullcook scratches his stubble of white whiskers.
BULLCOOK
We want to watch.
Posse guy #1 chuckles. Martin shakes his head and walks away.
More men join the crowd. Cook is watching the scene from the
mess hall steps and chuckling to himself.
The dog is tied to Fisk’s trailer wheel. He growls at the
sight of the men.
MARTIN
Why don't you just back off? You're
upsetting him.
Martin tears the meat away from the bones and tosses a chop
that lands between the dog’s paws. King stops growling and
looks at the chop, then at Martin.
BULLCOOK
That's not how you do it.
MARTIN
I can feed this dog any way I want
to.
BULLCOOK
No you can't.
Suddenly King snaps at Martin. The dog bucks against its
tether and growls. Martin takes a step back.
(CONTINUED)
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18

MARTIN
What's the matter with him?
WORKER #1
He's been trained. He won't eat off
the ground.
POSSE GUY #1
The last timekeeper nearly lost a
thumb.
Martin looks at the man to gauge if he is lying. He is not.
BULLCOOK
You got to feed’em by hand. It's
the only way.
MARTIN
Wal I'd rather not.
BULLCOOK
Don’t feed him then. See what the
boss says.
Martin thinks about this. Then he takes a deep breath and
lowers himself to the height of the dog.
MARTIN
Hey, King.
King snaps at him again yet Martin creeps calmly forward.
When he reaches the limit of the dog's range, he holds out
his hand laden with meat. The dog looks at the meat. Martin
takes away the meat and shows the dog his empty hand covered
in sauce. The dog growls.
Martin makes gentle noises with his lips and creeps forward a
little more. The dog stops growling and licks Martin’s hand.
Martin places the chop on his bent knee. King steals the
chop, leaps away and swallows it in three bites. The men, who
have been quiet, start murmuring among themselves.
Martin stands up and holds the second chop in the air. He
moves to the right then to the left and the dog follows.
MARTIN (cont'd)
Hey, King.
King leaps up, nabs the chop and devours it. Martin pats the
dog's head and picks up the bones.
(CONTINUED)
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18

There is definitely no more mockery in Cook’s expression as
he enters the mess hall.
19

19

EXT. MAIN CAMP-GARBAGE PIT/PARKING LOT - DAY
Martin follows a path. He arrives at the garbage pit, chucks
the bones and watches the evening sun. We hear footsteps.
Lomacki is walking towards him with a bucket in each hand.
The bullcook walks in his steps. Lomacki dumps a pail of
kitchen swill into the garbage pit. The bullcook studies
Martin. Lomacki comes back their way.
LOMACKI
(whispering)
You got to be careful around here.
MARTIN
I aim to be.
BULLCOOK
He's not talking about the camp.
Here. Never visit the garbage pit
alone.
MARTIN
Why not?
LOMACKI
There's bears for starters.
MARTIN
I can handle bears.
BULLCOOK
Not only animals come here.
LOMACKI
The wilder few.
Martin raises his eyebrows.
BULLCOOK
Yeah. Don’t come here alone.
MARTIN
I don't know who you think you're
kidding.

(CONTINUED)
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19

Martin shrugs and walks away. He looks back at the two men
and sees them standing still, listening to the sound of the
forest.
Martin reaches the campsite and sees the railroaders boarding
trucks. Cook is watching them leave.
MARTIN (cont'd)
I thought their day was over.
COOK
As long as there's light in the sky
they'll lay track on the ground.
They 'll be back for a mid nig ht
feed.
20

Omitted

20

21

INT. MAIN CAMP-MARTIN’S TRAILER/BUNKROOM - DAY

21

Martin and Cook enter the bunkroom. The room is very narrow
and fitted with upper and lower bunks across the window.
There is a closet at one end, a desk at the other. Martin's
gear is on the desk along with papers and a pile of junk:
underwear, apple cores, a candle, cigarette butts, an old
copy of Dickens’ Hard Times.
COOK
Cockroach heaven.
MARTIN
Reminds me of home.
Prud'homme's body trembles with laughter.
MARTIN (cont'd)
It's not so bad.
COOK
Consider it the Taj Mahal for all I
care. Me, I’m claustro phobic. I
sleep in the kitchen where I have
my comforts.
Clean sheets and blankets are neatly folded on the lower
bunk. The upper bunk has been slept in.
MARTIN
I share this place?
(CONTINUED)
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21

COOK
Ah. A light is beginning to dawn.
Lomacki sleeps on top. You'll be
tr ip p in g ov er ea ch ot he r on a
regular basis.
MARTIN
Who's Lomacki?
COOK
One of my flunkies. You met him.
And you met the bullcook too. I saw
you walk back from the dump so
don't tell me you weren't
conspiring against me because I
know better.
MARTIN
I wasn't conspiring.
COOK
Bullshit. Don't bullshit me. That's
all I ever ask of anybody. Don't
bullshit me.
Martin looks through the papers and ledger on his desk and
sits down.
MARTIN
How many hours do you expect to get
paid, Cook?
Prud'homme winks at him and moves toward the door.
COOK
Th at ' s t he be au t y o f be in g an
oracle, son. There is no speck of
me to be corrupted for I have seen
it all.
His hand on the doorknob, Cook turns back to face the boy.
COOK (cont'd)
I don't get paid by the hour. That
means you rely on me for food but I
rely on you for nothing at all.
Good night there, Bishop.
MARTIN
I'll be coming by for that midnight
feed.
(CONTINUED)
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21

COOK
No you won't. You'll be asleep. I
so prophesy tonight.
22

INT. MAIN CAMP-MARTIN’S TRAILER/BUNKROOM - DAY/EVENING

22

Martin’s denim jacket has been hung over the blinds on the
window; light still filters through. The bed is made; the
desk has been tidied up. Martin is writing the men's hours in
the ledger: he writes 16 beside a man's name at the bottom of
a list of approximately 75 names with 16 written beside each;
and 17 beside Fisk's name. He looks at his watch. It is
10:10.
Martin sits down on the bed and picks up a photograph of a
young couple in their Sunday best (his parents). He lies down
and pins it to the underside of the top bunk. His denim
jacket falls off the window. More light seeps through the
blinds.
23

23

INT. MAIN CAMP-MARTIN’S TRAILER/BUNKROOM - NIGHT
Martin is sleeping. A flashlight is shining on his face. He
doesn't wake up. A hand gently jostles his shoulder and a man
outside lets out a shriek. Martin sleeps through that too.
The hand shoves him harder and Martin finally wakes up. He
turns his face away from the light and shields his eyes.
BULLCOOK (O.S.)
Fisk is asking for you.
The old man is swishing a mop back and forth on the floor.
MARTIN
What time is it?
BULLCOOK
Coming up to three I make it.
MARTIN
Do you have to do this now? I’m
sleeping.
Martin is nodding off again.
BULLCOOK
Every man in this camp is awake but
you and you're the one closest to
the trouble.
(CONTINUED)
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23

Martin sits up and throws the cover off.
MARTIN
What trouble?
BULLCOOK
Don't put your feet down. I'll get
your boots.
The floor is smeared with grey soapy water mixed with blood
and bits of shard. Glass is strewn across his bed.
MARTIN
What's that?
Cook passes by in his dressing gown and glances through the
door. He puts a hand on his stomach.
COOK
So it begins.
He rushes away to retch.
BULLCOOK
We've got a sque ami sh chef. He
trims beef for hours then for no
reason he vomits.
Martin hears someone outside howling.
MARTIN
What's going on, Bullcook?
BULLCOOK
Lomacki caught the heebie-jeebies.
Stuck an arm through the window and
sliced an artery clean through. He
was howling at the moon. You are
one sound sleeper, son.
MARTIN
How is he?
BULLCOOK
He's in some trouble I'd say. I'll
let him know you were asking.
Fisk appears in the doorway for two seconds.

(CONTINUED)
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FISK
Get dressed. Grab Lomacki's clothes
and get outside.
24

24

EXT. MAIN CAMP-MIDDLE OF TRAILERS/PARKING - NIGHT
In the middle of the campground, a small crowd has formed. A
couple of men are shining their flashlights on Lomacki whose
arm is swathed in a bandage as thick as a thigh. Martin is
helping him pull on his trousers. Fisk arrives and hands
Martin a car key.
FISK
The red pick up. Put him on the
plane and come back.
MARTIN
But...
FISK
No buts about it. Do what you’re
told.
MARTIN
Yes sir.
Lomacki leans on Martin and they move toward the parking
plateau. Prud'homme appears and blocks their path.
COOK
The river will flood with blood.
Men and women will bathe in the
effluence of our suffering and the
time is nigh upon us.
MARTIN
Excuse us, Cook.
They walk on and the Cook calls after them.
COOK
You're letting me down. Who'll peel
my spuds?
LOMACKI
I'm sorry. I hurt myself.
Lomacki is unsteady on his legs. Martin has to hold him up.

(CONTINUED)
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COOK
I saw your blood. It's only the
beginning.
LOMACKI
How much blood was there?
MARTIN
Never mind. Just keep walking.
The cook stops in his tracks.
COOK
Buckets! The river is red with your
bleeding.
LOMACKI
How many buckets?
COOK
The bullcook told me four. And you
know he doesn't lie.
Martin glares at the cook and he leaves.
25

25

EXT. MAIN CAMP-PARKING LOT/PICK UP # 3 - NIGHT
Martin helps Lomacki get in the passenger seat of the pickup.
LOMACKI
Fo ur bu ck e ts . I do n' t st an d a
chance.
Martin shuts the door on Lomacki and goes around to the
driver’s side.
MARTIN
He's kidding you. You lose four
b u c k e t s o f bl o o d , yo u ' r e no t
walking and you're sure as hell not
talking.
Martin climbs in, puts his hands on the wheel and looks out
the windshield.
LOMACKI
(in a weak voice)
Let's go. I haven’t been this dry
in a lifetime. You have no idea.
(CONTINUED)
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MARTIN
We got a problem.
LOMACKI
What's the matter?
MARTIN
Wal. I can't drive.
Lomacki is quiet awhile and then he whispers:
LOMACKI
Lord love a duck.
MARTIN
It can't be that hard. All I got to
do is learn to work them pedals.
LOMACKI
God have mercy.
MARTIN
Can you help me some?
LOMACKI
I ain't driving , son. I'm too busy
dying.
Martin puts the key in the ignition.
MARTIN
I think I know how driving goes but
I don't know how to start.
LOMACKI
Lord love a duck. You depress the
clutch and turn the key. And keep
that clutch depressed.
MARTIN
What's the clutch?
LOMACKI
Pedal on the left you jackass.
Lomacki is slumped down in his seat and perspiring. Martin
depresses the clutch pedal and turns the key. The engine
kicks over.

(CONTINUED)
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LOMACKI (cont'd)
(yelling in a raspy voice)
Le t g o o f t he ke y. O nc e we 'r e
started we're started.
MARTIN
Now what do I do?
Lomacki struggles in his seat and pushes himself closer to
the boy.
LOMACKI
I'll operate the pedals just to get
us going. You steer.
Martin puts the truck in gear.
The truck jumps forward once then moves off slowly till it
reaches the grade. Two wheels climb on, two wheels stay off.
MARTIN (O.S.)
Now I'm driving.
LOMACKI (O.S.)
More or less. Let’s go. This body’s
in pain but it won't l et me die
sober.
26

26

EXT. PINE POINT-LAKESHORE CAMP/BEACH - DAWN
Mart in i s s itti ng in t he truc k. Loma cki is asl eep or
unconscious, his bandage showing a badge of blood.
Mr. Granger’s seaplane taxies in and stops. The seaplane door
opens and Nicole appears.
LATER. Their feet in the water, Mr. Granger and Martin gently
hoist Lomacki onto the plane. The pilot hops on and lays
Lomacki down securely and comfortably.
Nicole tugs at Martin’s sleeve and they move out of his
sight. She keeps her hand on Martin’s sleeve.
NICOLE
You’re not coming with us?
MARTIN
No.

(CONTINUED)
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NICOLE
Didn’t think so.
MARTIN
I didn’t think I’d see you so soon.
MR. GRANGER (O.S.)
Nicky!
NICOLE
Coming!
(to Martin)
See ya?
She moves her hand to the nape of Martin’s neck and slaps a
quick kiss on his lips.
27

27

INT. MAIN CAMP-MARTIN’S TRAILER/BUNKROOM - DAY
Martin walks into his room yawning. A new set of sheets is
folded on the bed. He drops on the bed and is about to fall
asleep when Cook appears at the door. Martin cranks his
eyelids open.
COOK
Did he make his flight?
MARTIN
First class.
The boy shuts his eyes again.
COOK
I'm short-staffed for lunch. Can
you give me a hand later? We got
spuds and carrots to peel for sixtyeight men and Lomacki used to do
that for me.
MARTIN
(his yes still closed)
Seventy-four.
COOK
What?
MARTIN
You go t s eve nty -f our mo uth s t o
feed . Se vent y-th ree with out
Lomacki.
(CONTINUED)
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COOK
You calling me a liar? Look, I’m on
a schedule here. If you don't want
to peel, you can set the table.
Martin yawns in earnest.
MARTIN
Ok ay . I' ll s et t h e ta b le . F or
seventy-three.
28

28

INT. MAIN CAMP-MESS HALL/BOSSES TABLE - DAY
The railroaders are eating dessert. One of Fisk’s equipment
operators is selling cigarettes to the men behind him.
Martin is by the door counting heads. A few places are
unoccupied.

29

29

EXT. MAIN CAMP-FISK TRAILER/OUTSIDE - DAY
Outside the foreman's quarters, Martin scratches the dog's
ears.
MARTIN
Hey, King.
Fisk shows up at the door and watches him with disdain.
FISK
Maybe I'll hafta shoot that dog.
MARTIN
What for?
FISK
A friendly dog’s no use to me.
MARTIN
How come you teach him to take food
only by hand?
FISK
No man can throw my dog poison. You
want to poison my dog , you gotta
feed him by hand. You gotta to take
that risk and most men won't.

(CONTINUED)
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Fisk enters his quarters: a desk, two chairs, a filing
cabinet, a two-way radio, a potbellied stove and a bed. The
foreman settles into his chair and puts his feet up. Martin
waits at the door.
FISK (cont’d)
What do you want now?
MARTIN
There's numbers that don't add up.
FISK
What're you talkin about? If somethin don't add up then add it up
right. Don't bother me with crap
like that.
MARTIN
Yes sir.
He stays in the doorway.
FISK
You got somethin else to say?
MARTIN
It's the men, sir. There seems to
be more men on the payroll than on
the crew.
Fisk picks up a grey towel hanging from the stove and wipes
his brow with it.
FISK
That's not possible.
MARTIN
I know it's not possible, sir, but
it seems to be the case. I counted
how many came to lunchFISK
What's that got to do with any damn
thing?
He slams his feet back on the floor. The dog starts barking.
FISK (cont'd)
What do I care about how many men
ate lunch? What do you?
(MORE)
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FISK (cont'd)
Do you take into your accountin the
men who went for a nap?

MARTIN
No Sir.
FISK
Do you take into your accountin men
still out on the line that asked a
buddy to bring them back a chicken
leg?
MARTIN
No Sir. I didn't think of that.
FISK
You don't think of much, do you?
All you think about is how to wreck
the few quiet minutes that I got to
myself in this whole day. That's
wha t y ou thi nk ab out is n't it ,
Timekeep?
Martin waits. Nothing more comes. Then he is on his way out.
MARTIN (O.S.)
I'm sorry I bothered you, Sir.
30

30

EXT. MAIN CAMP-GARBAGE PIT - EVENING
Martin is on the trail that leads to the garbage pit carrying
a kitchen pail. He hears a noise and squats down behind a
rock. A black bears is eating kitchen scraps. Then out of the
woods em erge fiv e men, s lumping low to the grou nd and
glancing about. The bear and the men compete for scraps.
Martin creeps away.

31

31

EXT. MAIN CAMP-KITCHEN SHACK - EVENING
Martin arrives running and Martin finds Prud'homme sitting on
a stool and drinking from a whiskey glass.
MARTIN
Cook, I saw the men at the garbage
pit. Lomacki calls them the wilder
few.

(CONTINUED)
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COOK
Ah... You saw them. The least among
us.
MARTIN
Who are they?
COOK
Garbage eaters. Rodents. They are a
vi le an d s or d id lo t . Th e y a re
beastly in their countenance and
useless in their endeavours.
Martin would like to interrupt, but.
COOK (cont'd)
They are unworthy of considerate
regard. Their own mothers do not
speak of them with kindness. They
are no friends of mine.
MARTIN
I knew I shouldn't have asked you.
Martin leaves his kitchen pail at Cook’s feet and walks away.
32

32

I/E. MAIN CAMP-MARTIN'S TRAILER/BUNKROOM - NIGHT
It's pouring outside. From Martin's bunkroom window, we see
the railroaders arrive. Their clothes are muddy and soaked.
They quickly seek shelter in the mess hall. Martin turns away
from the window and sits down at his desk. Fisk comes in. He
is furious.
FISK
Twelve hours!
MARTIN
It's one o'clock in the morning.
FISK
So?
MARTIN
So that's seventeen hours.

(CONTINUED)
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FISK
If it takes those lazy cowa rds
seventeen hours not to lay a mile
of track because of a little rain ,
they don't deserve more than twelve
hours.
Fisk mumbles to himself as he leaves.
FISK (cont'd)
Twelve hours for slackin off, I'm
too generous.
Martin watches him slam the door shut, then he bends down on
his ledger and writes 17 beside the first man's name.
33

Omitted

33

34

Omitted

34

35

EXT. MAIN CAMP-WOODS NEARBY/BOLDER - DAY

35

Martin is sitting on a boulder gazing out at the wilderness ,
the dog sleeping at his feet. King suddenly wakes up and
growls. Cook emerges from the woods. He is sweating.
COOK
Hold on to that dog. I hate it when
it runs loose.
Martin shortens the lead and pats the dog's neck till it
relaxes. Cook comes closer but stays outside the range of the
dog's lead.
COOK (cont'd)
How come...
He eases himself down. King growls and Martin pats its back.
COOK (cont'd)
...you’re not afraid of the beast?
MARTIN
I know animals. I was raised on a
farm.
COOK
So why aren’t you on that farm?
(CONTINUED)
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MARTIN
The bank took it over.
COOK
Ah yes. Banks tend to do that.
MARTIN
It wasn't worth the taxes I had to
shell out for it they said. But I
bet they're going to m ake a few
bucks off of it.
COOK
Good land can be worth a lot.
MARTIN
Good land... That land killed my
dad it was such a tough plough. My
dad was a city boy. He didn’t know
goo d l and fr om ba d. He sai d h e
chose it to keep himself humble but
I think he chose it for the pretty
view. And now I’m told the bank is
going to pa rcel it off for home
si te s a n d my fa r m' l l be c om e a
village to take advantage of the
view.
COOK
Sounds like you were duped to me.
MARTIN
I lost my land. But I'm glad it's
not me turning that farm into house
lots.
COOK
Maybe you got a case.
MARTIN
What do you mean?
COOK
You might have a case against that
ban k f or mis rep re sen tin g. The n
again you've been robbed once by a
bank. You might get robbed twice
and this time it'll be by lawyers
and you might even say thank you.
Martin looks away.
(CONTINUED)
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COOK (cont'd)
That's why I live in a place like
this . He re a man can saf ely
prophesy his own truth and there is
no functioning society to declare
him wrong. For that I am sorely
grateful. I n a place l ike this,
it's not enough to do your job and
go home at the end of the day and
fee d y our fa mil y. Th ere ar e n o
homes to go home to and there are
no families except the one that we
create. Min d my words. Everyone
must fill a need in a place like
th is . W e mu s t be mo re th an
ourselves. Here, I am a good Cook
and I am granted prestige for that.
But I am als o a n ora cle an d m y
words carry the weight of accuracy.
You, you are the timekeeper and you
are also the kid. The innocent. The
lamb we've all been at one time or
another and will never be again.
But we are all equal here and those
among us who are not equal shall be
made so. Th at’s why yo u must be
destroyed, Bishop.
A breeze stirs through the tree leaves.
MARTIN
I don't know about you.
COOK
And I don't know about you. But I
know what I know which is more than
what you know.
MARTIN
I don't know about that.
COOK
See what I mean?
Prud'homme struggles to get up.
COOK (cont'd)
Somebody's coming.
MARTIN
How do you know?
(CONTINUED)
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COOK
I’m a prophet. That’s how I know. I
als o k now be cau se I can he ar a
truck.
The dog cocks an ear and starts snarling.
MARTIN
Somebody's coming.
COOK
Ho w l o n g mu s t I be a p r o p h e t
without honour in my own land?
36

36

EXT. MAIN CAMP-TRAILER/PARKING LOT - DAY
Stratton’s truck is parked on the plateau. He walks briskly
towards Cook and Martin. A drunken Lomacki, wearing a big
bandage around his forearm, wanders down, falls and gets up
again. Martin laughs.
STRATTON
I should have dropped him off in
the wilderness.
MARTIN
Loma cki 's all righ t. He'll get
sober again.
STRATTON
And smash out windows again.
LOMACKI
Friends! Pals of mine! I'm back!
I'm no longer presumed dead!
MARTIN
Are you all right?
LOMACKI
Hey, kid. I'm getting better by the
minute. I'm a little fluid at the
moment but I'm drying up fast.
COOK
I don't allow drinking on my staff.
LOMACKI
What's good for the goose…
(CONTINUED)
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COOK
Get in to my kit ch en and pu t a n
apron on.
LOMACKI
You missed me.
COOK
Be quick about it.
LOMACKI
I missed you too.
The four men turn as Fisk arrives in his pickup raising dust.
FISK
Come here.
Lomacki approaches with his head down. Fisk gets out of the
truck and smells Lomacki's breath.
FISK (cont'd)
Get in the truck.
LOMACKI
What for?
FISK
You're laying track like the rest
of u s fr om n ow o n. C onsi der
yourself lucky.
LOMACKI
But I'm only fit for the kitchen ,
Boss.
FISK
Do you think you can come back to
th is ca m p wi t h l iq u or o n y o ur
breath and everything will be all
right?
LOMACKI
No Sir, I don't. But I can't lay
track.
FISK
(steering him into the
truck)
You're layin track, Lomacki. Get
used to the idea.
(CONTINUED)
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Cook looks at Lomacki disappointedly and leaves. Fisk gets in
the truck and drives off. Martin turns to Stratton.
MARTIN
Lomacki can't lay track!
STRATTON
I told you. Sometimes you gotta be
ruthless if you want the job done.
Stratton heads for the campground and Martin follows him.
MARTIN
Funny way to run a camp.
STRATTON
It’s the smart way to run a camp.
I’d recommend it anytime.
MARTIN
What about leaving people out in
the woods, would you recommend that
too?
STRATTON
What are you talking about?
MARTIN
You know what I’m talking about.
The wilder few.
Stratton stops in his tracks.
STRATTON
So what’s it to you?
MARTIN
Fisk keeps telling me to pay 74
men. Those men at the dump, they’re
on the payroll...
STRATTON
This is none of your business.
MARTIN
Who gets the money?
Stratton looks Martin straight in the eye.
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STRATTON
Who is th e s upe rv iso r h ere an d
who's the timekeeper? If you know
the an swe r t o t ha t q ues tio n, I
suggest you keep quiet and do as
you're told.
37

37

INT. MAIN CAMP-MARTIN’S TRAILER/BUNKROOM - NIGHT
Martin is filling out the time logs. Lomacki climbs up his
bunk with difficulty and lies down. His clothes are dirty and
wet.
LOMACKI
Fisk is going to run me down to my
death.
MARTIN
You always think the worst is going
to happen.
LOMACKI
I know what's coming.
MARTIN
Everybody's a prophet in this land.
I don't get it.
Martin gets into bed.
LOMACKI
He said if I dropped dead on the
job, he'd bury me on the spot. For
all et er nit y f re igh t trai ns' ll
ramble acro ss my grave and I'll
never have peace. So I 'm asking
you. If he buries me there, would
you please dig up my bones and move
me to a peaceful resting place.
MARTIN
Promise. Now get some sleep.
LOMACKI
Maybe now I can.
Neither can sleep: Lomacki tosses and turns and Martin stares
at the ceiling. He leans up on an elbow.

(CONTINUED)
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MARTIN
Lomacki, I saw them. T he wilder
few. Who are they?
LOMACKI
Men, like you and me. Any one of us
could be cast out by Fisk tomorrow.
MARTIN
He cast them out? He has no right
to do that.
LOMACKI
Well he does and no one can stop
him.
MARTIN
Why? What did they do wrong?
LOMACKI
Nothing. Complained about the food,
tried to run away, slacked off on
the job… Nothing.
MARTIN
It makes no sense.
LOMACKI
It's the way of the world. Always
there must be people lower than us.
Only if we got people lower than
ourselves do we make an effort to
keep up. That's the theory. It's
prevalent around here. I'll tell
you something. It’s a theory with
some merit. Look at me, I’m layin
track.
MARTIN
I don’t want to be cast out.
38

Omitted

38

39

EXT. RAILWAY TRACKS-CRANS SERRÉS/FOREST TAÏGA - DAY

39

The sun is rising. Martin is walking on the track. He reaches
a curve in the grade. Beyond it we see the railroaders at
work on the track.
(CONTINUED)
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The workers haul ties and rail up the grade, guide them into
position, place tie plates on the ties, hammer spikes. Bodies
are dusty and sweaty. They may be a ragamuffin crew, but they
couldn’t work any harder.
Martin spots Lomacki. His shirt is tied around his waist. The
lining bar he uses looks heavier than him. Fisk seizes the
bar from his hands and does the job for him for a while, then
he slaps the bar back at him. Lomacki wipes his brow with the
bandage on his forearm and trudges on.
40

40

EXT. MAIN CAMP-TRAILERS/PARKING LOT - DAY
It's lunchtime. The workers arrive on the plateau. Martin
approaches a man.
MARTIN
Have you seen Lomacki?
POSSE GUY #3
He’s with the boss.
Martin looks around. He sees Fisk arriving in his truck and
goes to meet him.
MARTIN
Where's Lomacki?
FISK
He got transferred.
Martin looks doubtful. Fisk gets out of the truck.
FISK (cont'd)
I'm doing the poor sap a favour.
He's a flun ky again. I n another
camp down the line. But you keep
him on our payroll here.
MARTIN
How come?
FISK
We're the ones responsible for his
wages.
MARTIN
Wal I'd like to see him.

(CONTINUED)
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FISK
Anything can be arranged.
Fisk grins and moves off.
41

41

INT. MAIN CAMP-MARTIN’S TRAILER/BUNKROOM - EVENING
Martin is lying in bed, deep in thought, looking at the
underside of the bunk above. Though Lomacki’s bed is bare,
his stuff is still around.

42

42

INT. MAIN CAMP-KITCHEN SHACK - EVENING
Martin enters the kitchen and noiselessly passes by Cook
sleeping.

43

43

INT. MAIN CAMP-KITCHEN SHACK/PANTRY - EVENING
The pantry door is ajar. Martin eases it open wider. To the
sound of Cook snoring and wheezing, Martin tiptoes in . He
pilfers cold meats, vegetables, apples and canned fruit from
off the shelves and puts them in a bag.

44

44

EXT. MAIN CAMP-GARBAGE PIT - EVENING
Martin arrives at the garbage pit with the bag, puts it down
and waits. Nobody comes.
MARTIN
You 're on th e p ay rol l a nd tha t
entitles you to get fed. So come on
out and get it.
He waits a few seconds and walks away.

45

45

INT. MAIN CAMP-MARTIN'S TRAILER/BUNKROOM - NIGHT
Martin is asleep. A whispering voice is calling his name and
he wakes up. An agitated Lomacki is leaning over him.
MARTIN
Lomacki.
LOMACKI
Hey, kid.
(CONTINUED)
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Martin props himself up and leans on an elbow. Lomacki sits
down on the desk chair but stays on the edge of the seat. He
lights a candle.
MARTIN
You joined the wilder few.
LOMACKI
It wasn't voluntary.
MARTIN
I know. Did you get the food?
LOMACKI
Yo u r g i f t s w e r e a p p r e c i a t e d ,
th an k s. Bu t t he y 'v e c au s ed me
grief.
MARTIN
What kind of grief?
LOMACKI
The troubling kind. Is there any
other?
MARTIN
What’s the matter?
Martin peels back his covers and sits upright.
LOMACKI
They don't like it that I've joined
them. More competition for scraps.
MARTIN
But I brought you food.
LOMACKI
I didn't get any of it.
MARTIN
I'll bring you food, Lomacki. But
only if you get your share. Tell
them that.
LOMACKI
That's not what they w ant. They
want something else out of you.
MARTIN
What?
(CONTINUED)
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LOMACKI
The pantry door left open.
MARTIN
I can't do that!
LOMACKI
Yes you can . Just open the door
from the inside is all. We can get
in without waking that dog and help
ourselves. Otherwise they'll run me
down.
MARTIN
Wal I don't know what to do.
LOMACKI
Cook will get blamed is all.
MARTIN
All right, I'll do it. (beat) But
don't go stealing no liquor.
LOMACKI
Tonight?
MARTIN
Tomorrow.
LOMACKI
God bless you, son.
The man stands to leave.
MARTIN
Lomacki?
LOMACKI
What?
MARTIN
Do you know you're sti ll on the
payroll?
LOMACKI
I'm not expecting much of a salary
for this particular line of work,
son.
Lomacki makes for the door.
(CONTINUED)
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MARTIN
Something stinks to high heaven.
Lomacki stops and turns to Martin. He looks alarmed.
LOMACKI
Don’t you go offendin nobody, do
you hear me? You may be my lifeline
now.
The boy is quiet awhile.
MARTIN
I understand.
Lomacki leaves. Martin lies down and looks at the underside
of the bed.
MARTIN (cont'd)
I got to tell you, Pa. I don't know
wh at ' s r ig ht an d w h at 's wr o ng
anymore.
Martin covers his eyes in the crook of his elbow and fights
against an urge to weep.
46

46

INT. MAIN CAMP-KITCHEN SHACK/PANTRY - DAY
Cook is in the kitchen cooking. Martin creeps to the pantry
door and trips the latch.

47

47

INT. MAIN CAMP-MARTIN'S TRAILER/BUNKROOM - NIGHT
Martin lies on his bed fully dressed. He waits. In time he
hears Cook yelling. He swings his feet onto the floor and
sits on his bed. He waits.

48

48

EXT. MAIN CAMP-KITCHEN SHACK - NIGHT
Lights from the pantry illuminate the square. Cook is there
wearing a long white nightgown. Fisk is holding on to King's
lead. The dog is barking madly. A dozen railroaders arrive.
COOK
They attacked me in my sleep. They
fell upon me with shards of glass.
They intended to bleed me to death
and stuff my mouth with turnips…
(CONTINUED)
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FISK
What'd they get?
Martin arrives.
COOK
Food. They' re food thi eves. And
they got some personal possessions
of mine.
FISK
Posse!
(pointing)
You and you and you.
He turns to Martin. He hands him the dog’s leash.
FISK (cont'd)
And you.
Fisk turns away and walks toward his trailer.
FISK (cont'd)
Come on. We're going to hunt them
bastard thieves.
Cook's nightgown is blowing in the breeze.
COOK
The re is no gre at er cri me tha n
theft. Theft severs men from one
another and life from death and
death trium phs. Hunt t hem down,
Fisk. Hunt them down like they were
animals! Never mind what they did
to me. They defied you, Fisk! Bring
me those thieves that I may roast
their innards!
49

49

EXT. FOREST #2/MAIN CAMP-TRAIL NEARBY - NIGHT
Martin scrambles behind the dog. Fisk and the rest of the
posse follow him. Fisk carries a shotgun.
FISK
I don't care if that track doesn't
get la id tom orr ow . I wi ll hav e
them.

(CONTINUED)
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One of t he men i n the po sse sta rts beat ing two stones
together in slow rhythm. Martin looks at him.
POSSE GUY #1
Bears.
50

50

EXT. BUFFALO RIVER #1-RIVER BANK - NIGHT/DAWN
NIGHT. Martin is ahead, dragged by the dog, with Fisk right
behind him. The sleepy men trail behind. Three of them are
beating stones together.
Without notice, Fisk fires a shotgun blast into the air.
Martin stumbles and Fisk laughs.
FISK
Can't you walk, son? Can't you hold
yourself up?
MARTIN
What are we going to do with them
if we catch them?
FISK
Your eyebal ls will rol l back in
your hea d wi th w hat you see
tonight, Bishop.
MARTIN
Wal, I'm not going to just watch
you kill somebody.
Suddenly, Fisk catches Martin from behind and flings him on
the ground. He falls on him and holds him by the throat.
FISK
(whispering)
Don't cross me, kid. That'll be a
day you'll want to forget. But you
might never.
He stands up and kicks at Martin. The boy stumbles and
clutches the dog's leash and hurries on.
The procession moves on down the riverbank. The dog sniffs at
the ground and catches no scent.
FISK (cont'd)
This is where the fun starts. Give
me a direction, son.
(CONTINUED)
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The dog still catches no scent.
MARTIN
They went in the water.
FISK
You figured that out by yourself?
(beat) Which way?
Martin stares at Fisk. Fisk is waiting for an answer.
MARTIN
This way.
He indicates downstream and starts walking. He urges the dog
into the river. The men follow.
DAWN. The posse walks along the shore.
As the others are still near the river, Martin guides the dog
into the woods. Martin and the dog walk fast and the posse
can’t keep up.
51

EXT. FOREST NEAR MAIN CAMP - DAWN
Martin is cut and scratched and out of breath. He sits down.
MARTIN
Good boy, King. Let's rest here.
Martin scratches the dog's ears. In the distance, we hear:
FISK (O.S.)
King!
King barks and his ears prick up.
MARTIN
Okay.
He tucks the loose end of the leash into the dog's collar.
MARTIN (cont'd)
Go find him.
(King looks at Martin)
It's okay. Go on.
King runs off through the woods. Martin starts walking.

51
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Martin arrives at the campsite and goes straight to his room.
53

I/E. MAIN CAMP-MARTIN'S TRAILER/BUNKROOM - DAY

53

Martin wakes up to the sound of King's barks. He gets up and
looks out the window. Fisk and his three-man posse are
returning, stone-faced. Martin smiles. The foreman points to
the truck and the three men board directly.
54

EXT. MAIN CAMP-KITCHEN/FISK TRAILER - DAY

54

The camp is deserted and quiet. Martin walks to Fisk's
trailer and unties the dog.
55

EXT. BUFFALO RIVER #1-NEAR MAIN CAMP - DAY

55

Martin and King walk briskly on the river bank.
MARTIN
We're a team you and me. We'll find
them.
They reach the spot where King lost the scent of the wilder
few the night before. The dog stops at the river.
56

EXT. BUFFALO RIVER-NEAR MAIN CAMP/PRECIPICE - DAY
Martin follows King, sniffing at the ground, in the forest.
The dog unexpectedly goes left. Martin follows.
LATER. Martin and the dog walk along a cliff and the dog soon
sniffs something.
MARTIN
What is it, boy?
Scrabbli ng among the ref use of large bo ulders, Martin
discovers Lomacki lying amid stones stained with blood. His
head is smashed. There are flies around him. Martin is
shaken. He looks up at the precipice above him.

56
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57

INT. MAIN CAMP-KITCHEN SHACK - DAY
Martin enters the kitchen looking anxious. The cook is mixing
biscuit dough. The bullcook is washing the floor.
MARTIN
I think I f ound a vein of gold,
Cook. But I need some help.
The bullcook turns to Martin and smiles.
BULLCOOK
This is gold country.
COOK
You could have found an old style
vein.
MARTIN
I think I d id. Can you get me a
couple of s hovels and pickaxes,
Bullcook?
BULLCOOK
(smiling)
If you g ive m e a sh are of th at
gold.
Prud'homme wipes his hands on his apron.

58

EXT. BUFFALO RIVER #6-OPPOSITE SIDE/PRECIPICE - DAY
Cook and Martin walk down the hill carrying the tools. The
fat cook is panting and perspiring. He sighs and that is when
he sees Lomacki's body some twenty feet away. He gasps.
COOK
What's going on?
MARTIN
...
COOK
He’s dead? You lured me down here
to dig Lomacki’s grave?
MARTIN
He was your flunky, Prud'homme.

(CONTINUED)
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COOK
He stole my whisky.
MARTIN
I promised him if he died out here
I’d give him a decent grave.
COOK
You did. I never did.
MARTIN
He was your flunky. You should have
looked out for him better.
COOK
This is not my fault.
MARTIN
(angrily)
I heard you egging on Fisk.
The cook wipes his brow. His skin is no sooner dry than beads
of sweat moisten his forehead again.
COOK
All right. We'll bury him.
Martin walks ahead. The cook follows him at a slow pace. As
soon as they reach Lomacki's body, he vomits his breakfast.
COOK (cont'd)
(whispering)
I'm not fit for this.
MARTIN
You're always talking about blood.
Prud'homme recovers a little.
COOK
I can't stand the sight of it. I
only predict that it will flow.
MARTIN
Get a grip on yourself.
(looking around)
We can't dig among those rocks. We
got to haul him out of there.
COOK
I rue the day we met.
(CONTINUED)
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MARTIN
Just turn around. I’ll guide you.
Prud'homme turns and Martin signals directions to him. The
cook walks backwards and reaches the body. Martin holds up
his hand.
MARTIN (cont'd)
Stop.
Cook stoops and feels around behind him for Lomacki's ankles.
Mart in m ove s ac ros s an d h olds th e de ad man und er t he
shoulders. He tries not to look at him but he can't help
himself; he looks. He stands up immediately, turns away and
bites his shirt.
COOK
Let's do it.
Martin slowly turns around and bends down. This time he
doesn't look. They lift Lomacki and carry him out. They
trudge on a few feet on the uneven ground. The cook stumbles
and starts to put Lomacki down.
MARTIN
Don't put h im down yet . I don't
want to pick him up again.
They walk a bit.
COOK
I need a break.
They put the body down. Cook wipes his forehead and looks up
at the precipice above, trying to figure out what happened.
COOK (cont'd)
He did n’t se e t he le dge an d h e
fell. That’s what happens when you
run around thieving at night.
MARTIN
I think Fisk pushed him over.
COOK
Do n' t t h in k t ha t , s on . O ut of
kindness I will forget that you
said what you just said.
Prud’homme looks up again.
(CONTINUED)
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COOK (cont'd)
There's always the possibility that
the wilder few pushed him over.
MARTIN
I think Fisk did it. And the cops
should know about this.
COOK
(firmly)
It was an accident. Lomacki
in t he w oods at nigh t
st e a l i n g s o m e fo o d . H e
No th i ng mo re th a n t ha t
proved.

was out
af ter
fell.
c an be

MARTIN
That's up to the police to decide
on.
COOK
(alarmed)
No . D on ’ t br i ng th e m in he r e.
Never. Or all my prophecies will
come true.
They bend down to pick up the body.
59

OMITTED

59

60

OMITTED

60

61

EXT. BUFFALO RIVER # 7-NICE BURIAL SPOT - DAY

61

Lomacki lies in his grave completely covered in dirt and
rocks. Martin frantically piles more dirt over the body. He's
evidentl y exhaus ted. The cook p laces hi s hands on his
shoulders and pulls him off.
COOK
It's done. It's done now.
MARTIN
I promised him a dignified grave.

(CONTINUED)
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COOK
This is dignified. How many people
get a grave site with a view like
this?
Martin slumps on the riverbank and puts his hand over his
eyes.
MARTIN
We should say something.
(he looks up)
You like to talk in that preacher
voice. Now's your big chance. He
was your best flunky.
Cook sighs and adds river sand to the grave site with the
shovel.
COOK
Here lies Lomacki. Like the rest of
us, he came from nowhere we wanted
to know about and that's where he's
bound. Lomacki was a drunk in his
ti me an d b ei n g a d r un k i s t he
lesser of our sins in this land.
Lomacki had a sweetness to him. We
we re ab l e to to l er a te h i m a ll
right. Those might not sound like
affirmative words but among any
gathering o f beasts he had fine
at t r i b u t e s . H i s v i r t u e s w e r e
bec omi ng. (b eat ) He cou ld pee l
spuds like nobody's business. You
never had much peace. Maybe you'll
find a dose now. Anyhow, we wish it
on you.
Cook looks at Martin and signals for him to stand up. Martin
gets up and faces the grave. His lips tremble but he won't
weep. He looks up at the sky, then down again.
MARTIN
Don't worry, Lomacki. The carrion
won't get at you.
62

62

INT. MAIN CAMP-MESS HALL/BOSSES TABLE - EVENING
At midnight feed, Fisk glares at Martin and leaves the table
early without saying a word.
(CONTINUED)
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Martin attacks a second serving of dessert and spots Cook
looking at him from the kitchen door.
63

63

INT. MAIN CAMP-MARTIN'S TRAILER/BUNKROOM - NIGHT
Martin enters his room and finds Fisk browsing through the
time logs.
FISK
You're mistaken.
MARTIN
No Sir. I keep my records accurate.
Fisk opens a drawer, takes a pile of time logs out and places
them on the desk.
FISK
Come over here.
Martin goes over.
FISK (cont’d)
Sign them.
MARTIN
They're blank.
Fisk punches Martin in the stomach. Martin is emptied of air.
He falls to the floor and can't summon the strength to get
up. The foreman reaches down and pulls him up; he props him
in the chair and sticks the pen in his hand.
FISK
Sign them.
Martin can't speak or move.
FISK (cont’d)
I don't have all night.
MARTIN
(whispering)
I won't.
Fisk slaps him across the back of the head; a painful blow.
FISK
Bishop. You have this impression
that you're an important person.
(MORE)
(CONTINUED)
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FISK (cont'd)
It's my dut y as your f oreman to
teach you different. I’m goin to
sign our names on these forms.

Fisk signs both their names as he speaks.
FISK (cont’d)
You see? You're not even needed for
that.
MARTIN
I won't fill them out wrong.
FISK
No you won't. Cause I'll fill them
out right. That's the kind of man I
am. But you? What are you?
Martin shrugs.
FISK (cont’d)
You can’t fool me. You're a garbage
eater.
Martin shakes his head.
FISK (cont’d)
What? You want to say something to
me?
MARTIN
(whispering)
I'm not a garbage eater.
FISK
Don't lie t o me, son. You are a
ly in , sh it -e a ti n , sw in e- fa ce d
maggot and you're goin to be with
your own kind from now on.
MARTIN
You can't do this to me.
FISK
Come outside. I'll show you what I
can do.
MARTIN
I'm not going out there.
FISK
Yes you are.
(CONTINUED)
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Fisk grabs Martin by the collar and drags him out the door.
FISK (cont’d)
I'm sorry you're a garbage eatin
swine. I guess you just can't help
yourself.
64

64

EXT. MAIN CAMP-TRAILERS/PARKING LOT - NIGHT
The foreman keeps his hand on Martin's shoulder as they walk
out. Some railroaders are hanging around having a smoke. Fisk
leads Martin in the middle of the group.
FISK
Gentlemen.
The men stop talking. Some look away in shame.
FISK (cont’d)
We haven't been layin down our mile
of track a day. We have to pick up
the pace. I've been tellin you that
and you haven't listened. You know
I'm a kindly sort and you've taken
advantage of my good nature.
Some men chuckle. Some look at their feet. Most workers will
show sympathy for Martin throughout Fisk’s speech.
FISK (cont’d)
Take this boy here. He's defied me.
He's cheated us all of our rightful
pay. He's been stashin food away
for the garbage eaters, and he’s
been sabotagin our searches that
were intended to help them in their
hard luck. He's been poisonin my
dog with gossip and new ideas. I've
let all these things pass due to my
kindly nature. But tonight he has
confessed. He's a garb age eater
himself. So I want all of you to
understand that I have my kindly
nature but I also have my limits.
If anyone of you are garbage eatin
swine, this won't be tolerated.
Fisk turns to Martin and punches him in the stomach again.
The boy falls to his knees. He battles for breath and looks
at the circle of men. The crowd is quiet and stunned.
(CONTINUED)
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MARTIN
You betrayed me, Cook!
Fisk circles around Martin and kicks him. Prud'homme stays in
the shadows and says quietly:
COOK
As it was ordained.
Fisk gives the boy a couple of swift kicks in the face.
Martin moves around and protects his head and his genitals.
Fisk turns his back to him and addresses his men.
FISK
This is the fate of slackers. Slack
off on any gang of mine and you'll
join your garbage eatin brothers.
Take advantage of my good nature
and you'll invoke my wrath.
COOK
(shouting)
Your just wrath.
FISK
My just wrath.
Fisk turns to kick Martin again but he is already on his way
to the woods, limping and bent double.
FISK (cont'd)
See that? H e can't wai t to join
them.
65

Omitted

65

66

EXT. BUFFALO RIVER # 1-NEAR MAIN CAMP - DAY

66

CLOSE UP of Martin lying under a tree on the banks of the
river, sleeping. A split in his brow leaks blood. Martin
wakes up. One of his eyelids is swollen. PULL BACK as Martin
takes a deep breath and grabs hold of his aching rib cage. He
sits up with difficulty, notices his boots have been removed.
A dilapidated pair has been left behind. He pulls on one boot
and reaches for the other. He finds a tin of apricots in it.
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67

EXT. FOREST #3-CLEARING AREA - DAY
Martin wanders in the woods and looks about.

68

Omitted

68

69

EXT. MAIN CAMP-GARBAGE PIT - DAY

69

-Martin looks at the garbage pit, disdainfully. He turns to
leave but changes his mind. He stands there. In the distance
we hear the sound of pails thumping on one another.
-The CAMERA is knee high. Martin slowly bends down and drops
to his knees. He starts rooting for tidbits in the garbage
pit. He glances around to see if anybody is watching. He eats
bits of vegetable, fruit and bread, avoids meat. Something
makes him turn around abruptly. He listens awhile and then
resumes his activity.
70

70

EXT. RAILWAY TRACKS/WORK SITE #3-FOREST - EVENING
Martin walks down the railway tracks - his bad eye is not as
swollen - and reaches the end. He stands there and watches
the sun set.

71

71

EXT. RAILWAY TRACKS/WORK SITE #3 - EVENING/NIGHT
Martin seeds spikes near the end of the track that’s been
laid (some thirty ties) and returns to the first spike in the
row. He picks up a spike-hammer, takes long regular breaths
and stares down at the spike. He raises the spike-hammer the moon is shining on the steel - and heaves it back. With
the might of his fury, he swings and pounds the spike home.
The sound of the hammer on the spike rings like music.
The wilder few emerge from their bush shadows and crouch down
and observe him. Martin stops working.
JEETER, a broad hefty man, sits down on the rail and looks at
Martin with evident disdain. The smallest of the group,
GREASE, is wearing Martin's boots. He looks ready to leap
away the next second.
MARTIN
Those are my boots.

(CONTINUED)
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GREASE
Those are mine.
MARTIN
Wal I never took them off you.
GREASE
That don't matter. You're welcome
to them.
MARTIN
I he a rd ab ou t y o u. Yo u’ r e t he
timekeeper before me.
(indicating Grease’s
crooked thumb)
That dog bit you.
Everyone is watchful of one another. One man (JABBER) is halfwhite and half-Indian. He is square and upright and has no
beard. He looks displaced. The one with the longest beard
(HERM) is a tall, emaciated wretch. SCULLY is a grey-bearded
balding man. He's not as thin as the others. Jeeter has the
shortest beard and is the fattest. His glare is threatening.
JEETER
What's the idea layin track?
MARTIN
I'm still on the payroll. I'm just
doing a job to earn that pay.
JEETER
You're still on the payroll.
MARTIN
We all are.
SCULLY
Yeah? So why're you layin track
when you 're not goin to collect
your pay any how? Tha t's the
question.
MARTIN
By the time I'm done t hey'll be
forced to pay me or to fire me and
fl y m e o ut . I w o n' t b e a g o od
little garbage eater making money
for that bastard.

(CONTINUED)

#
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JEETER
What good does laying track do?
MARTIN
I just want to get their attention.
JEETER
You don't seem to've.
MARTIN
Wal I got yours and I intended to
do that too.
HERM
What for?

#

MARTIN
Because we got to pull together on
this.
JEETER
Sounds like you got a plan.
MARTIN
Maybe I do.
SCULLY
So what is it?
MARTIN
I won’t tell you. You might want to
count me out.
JEETER
I know what your plan is. It’s one
of two things: either you take to
the woods and you’ll get lost or...
MARTIN
That’s not my plan.
JEETER
...you wanna walk down that track,
you’re gonna get caught and get
beat up and get thrown back here.
(looking at Jabber)
Show him, Jabber.

#
#

Jabber lifts his shirt and exhibits a nasty wound that’s not
completely healed.
(CONTINUED)
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SCULLY
(laughing)
So. What did you say your plan was?
MARTIN
Let’s just say I pretty much know
what’s going to happen.
GREASE
Hey! We got us another prophet,
men.
Jeeter gets up and his partners do the same.
JEETER
Well, I’m a prophet too. I can tell
yo u t hi s : if yo u c a us e m e a ny
misery, I'll do to you ten times
worse than what Fisk done.
They file away. The last one to leave is Scully. He pauses
awhile looking down at Martin.
SCULLY
If Jee ter de cid es to br eak yo u
up... I'll lend a helpin hand. I'll
bust up your bones.
MARTIN
That's what you say.
SCULLY
I mostly do what I say. Sooner or
later, I get the job done.
72

EXT. BUFFALO RIVER # 8-RIVER BANK/NEAR RAILWAY - DAY

72

Martin scrubs his clothes in the stream. He hangs them on a
tree branch in the sun and lies down to sleep with only his
wet trousers on.
73

Omitted

73

74

Omitted
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EXT. RAILWAY TRACKS/WORK SITE #5-WOODS - EVENING
We can hear Martin working on the track though we don’t see
him. Jeeter, Scully and Grease are talking animatedly near
the edge of the woods. Herm and Jabber are not participating
in the conversation; they are observing Martin attentively.
When the others take notice, they turn to Martin and stop
talking at once. They all look puzzled.

76

#

76

EXT. RAILWAY TRACKS/WORK SITE #5 - NIGHT
-IN CLOSE-UP, hands place tie plates on top of ties; PULL
BACK to see it is Jabber. He is following Martin who is
placing ties on the ground. Grease comes up the grade and
starts seeding spikes.

77

#

77

EXT. RAILWAY TRACKS/WORK SITE #5 - NIGHT
All six men grunt and perspire.
JEETER
We're done for the night.
Martin gazes at the work they have done. PULL BACK slowly to
reveal the rail: it is curved and rides off into the woods.
MARTIN
We deserve our wages. It's not our
fau lt we suf fer f rom a lac k o f
proper supervision.
The men laugh and put down their tools.

78

78

EXT. FOREST #4- WILDER FEW CAMPSITE - NIGHT
Scully is on his knees blowing on a fire. Jabber, Grease and
Jeeter are sitting around the fire. Herm is standing, rubbing
his aching back. Martin comes out of the dark woods carrying
a few hefty branches for the fire.
HERM
Was you in the war, kid?
GREASE
How could he be in the war, Herm?
He wasn't born yet.

(CONTINUED)
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SCULLY
I wasn't in the war. It ended too
soon for me.
GREASE
No war can end too soon.
JEETER
You thi nk you 'd' ve been a g ood
soldier, Scully?
SCULLY
Be tt e r' n y ou . Be tt e r' n an y o f
youse. War's all about killin and
that's what I'm all about.
(he looks at Martin)
Killin.
Martin turns away from Scully's glare and looks at Herm.
MARTIN
My dad was in the war. He was a
foot soldier. When they sent him
off, he lost his footing. That's
what he used to say. That he lost
his footing. My mom blamed the war
for a lot of things. She left us
when I seven years old.
Herm combs his long beard with one hand. He looks bewildered.
HERM
What's he going on about?
GREASE
He misses his mummy and his poppa.
Hey, kid. I'm Grease. This here's
HermHERM
Germain.
GREASE
Yeah, German. But we call him Herm.
That's Jabber over there. Short for
Jabbermouth, ‘cause he never shuts
up. Jeeter. And Scully.

#
#
#

SCULLY
I didn't ask to be introduced.
(CONTINUED)
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GREASE
That 's t he b eaut y of pol ite
company. You don't have to ask.
MARTIN
My name is Martin Bishop.
HERM
Do you keep that time, Timekeeper?
Do you keep a time where bombs swim
lik e f ish in th e sea an d s hip s
explode and you are blown off the
deck into the ocean? Do you keep
that time, Timekeeper?
SCULLY
Jeeter was hand to hand one time.

#

JEETER
I was hand to hand. I pistol-shot a
man at cl ose ra ng e. Rea l c los e
range.

#

SCULLY
Face to face I bet.

#

JEETER
Nose to nos e. Mostly i t was his
breath I was breathing. Until he
stopped breathing.

#

Scully stands and cracks a hefty rotted branch over his knee
and adds it to the fire.
SCULLY
That's what I'd like to do someday.
Shoot a man at real close range and
watch him die slow.
The fire snaps and sparks flare up. Scully stokes the fire
with a stick and stares at Martin, never looking away until
Martin does so.
GREASE
So now what? If I don't know what's
up, I can't go layin track every
night. I need my beauty sleep you
know.

(CONTINUED)
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MARTIN
Wal , du e t o o ur lac k o f p rop er
supervision, tomorrow we begin to
take apart the track they put down.
We'll let Fisk explain it to those
who inspect his work.
JEETER
Maybe you o ught to mak e up your
mind what your plan is.
HERM
Was you in the war, kid?
Scully rolls his eyes.
GREASE
Don't mind him. Day by day, he's
losing his mind.
HERM
(angrily)
You carry that time?
MARTIN
I carry that time.
JEETER
Leave the kid alone, Herm. Don't
you see he's a boy with a plan?
79

79

EXT. FOREST #4- WILDER FEW CAMPSITE - DAY
The men are sleeping around the dead fire. King's frenetic
barking wakes them up. Jeeter scrambles up.
JEETER
Shit! You got a posse against us.
MARTIN
It's only me they want.
JEETER
That dog doesn't know that.
MARTIN
I can take care of the dog.
They can hear it running through the woods.
(CONTINUED)
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MARTIN (cont'd)
Clear out.
In the distance they hear Fisk.
FISK (O.S.)
Go on, King. Go get'em.
The men back into the woods and run as fast as they can.
Martin waits. Soon enough the dog breaks through the bush
cover, looking wild with hatred.
MARTIN
Hey, King. Here, King. How're you
doing, boy?
The dog whimpers and approaches Martin and licks his face.
MARTIN (cont’d)
Come on, King. You come on with me.
They run into the woods.
80

Omitted

80

81

EXT. BUFFALO RIVER #9/SANDY AREA - DAY

81

Martin crosses the river jumping from rock to rock. The dog
splashes in the water.
82

82

EXT. MAIN CAMP-FOREST/NEAR TRAILERS - DAY
Martin spies on the campsite. It is deserted.

83

83

EXT. MAIN CAMP-FISK TRAILER/OUTSIDE - DAY
Martin strolls into the camp and ties King to the foreman's
trailer.
MARTIN
Good boy, King.
He strokes the dog and scratches its ears. He hears a noise
and turns around. Prud'homme is aiming a shotgun at his
belly.
(CONTINUED)
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MARTIN (cont'd)
What's the gun for, Cook?
COOK
To protect myself. From bears and
garbage eaters. Fisk takes his dog
to the job site now.
MARTIN
He never used to.
COOK
He’s afraid you might steal him
like you ju st did. You 're worse
th an an y t hi e f. Yo u t ak e w h at
doesn’t belong to you and bring it
back. If a man can’t trust his own
dog, then you have done damage to
that dog. S o maybe I’l l have to
shoot you.
Martin smiles. He walks past the cook and heads toward the
woods. He stops along the way and turns to face the cook.
MARTIN
Incidentally, Cook. If you shoot
me? With that thing? It'll be the
biggest mess you've ever seen. I'm
a bleeder. I promise you. My guts
will spill out at your feet.
COOK
Don't turn my stomach, you garbage
eating swine.
MARTIN
Don't pull that trigger.
COOK
Just get on out of here.
MARTIN
I'm going. But I'll be back.
COOK
Don't chance it.
MARTIN
Le t' s j u st s a y t ha t i t' s b e en
foretold.
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EXT. RAILWAY TRACKS/WORK SITE #6 - DAWN
The tracks are deserted. The wilder few come out of the woods
and rummage through the tools left behind. They take clawbars, lining bars and a track wrench.
JEETER
I don't kno w why we go t to move
when we can do our dirty work right
here.
MARTIN
There’s no way th is place isn’t
going to be guarded tonight.
SCULLY
He’s right, Jeeter.

85

85

EXT. RAILWAY TRACKS/WORK SITE #4-FOREST - DAY
It is around 6:00 p.m. The men take their tools uptrack.
MARTIN
You were the first to be cast out,
Herm?
Herm doesn’t answer.
GREASE
Poor old Herm complained about the
food. Fisk told him to go join the
other one. We knew what that meant.
The day we arrived, he picked a man
none of us knew and he made him a
garbage eater. As an example to the
rest of us.
HERM
I lost my strength looking for him.
SCULLY
He probably died of hunger.
MARTIN
Do y o u k n o w w ha t h a p pe n e d t o
Lomacki?

(CONTINUED)
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GREASE
That morning, we just saw him lying
there. Down at the bottom of his
fall.
MARTIN
It's not ri ght what’s happening
hereJeeter walks past them and takes the lead.
JEETER
There is no right and wrong.
MARTIN
Sure there is.
JEETER
No there isn’t. All we got in this
world is what you can get away with
and what you can't.
MARTIN
Wal I believe in right and wrong.
JEETER
You’re welcome to that misjudgment.
86

86

EXT. RAILWAY TRACKS/WORK SITE #4-FOREST - NIGHT
Martin and Grease rip out spikes with claw-bars, Jabber with
a track wrench. Jeeter, Scully and Herm split off rails with
lining bars.
LATER. All six men gather in a line and hoist a rail between
them and spill it down the side of the grade.
GREASE
This ’ll wre ck his sc hed ule al l
right.
SCULLY
Maybe the kid’s got a plan after
all.
MARTIN
He won’t find time to hunt us down.
They toss tie plates into the woods. Everyone except Jeeter.
(CONTINUED)
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JEETER
We should be stealin food. We need
more hours on the payroll like we
need a hole in the head.
MARTIN
We are stealing food.
SCULLY
How're we doin that?
JEETER
Is this part of your big plan?
SCULLY
Shut up, Jeeter.
JEETER
You better watch out how you talk
to me. Don’t get used to it.
Scully makes a face as if to say “yeah yeah”.
HERM
If we're stealing it, when do we
get to eat it?
MARTIN
Fisk takes his dog with him to the
job site now.
GREASE
Wha...? Wait a minute. That means
we can help ourselves.
SCULLY
Hey, the kid's plan's workin.
MARTIN
So let's get these ties off.
They all start working. Except Jeeter. Scully turns to Jeeter
and looks at him straight in the eye.
SCULLY
Anybody doesn't do his share, I'll
bust his skull.
Jeeter picks up a lining bar.

(CONTINUED)
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JEETER
That's it. Me and you.
SCULLY
Wow. I'm shaking in my boots.
JEETER
Right here.
MARTIN
No.
JEETER
Shut your face, kid.
MARTIN
You're not going to fight on the
job.
JEETER
I d on' t r eme mbe r putt in you in
charge.
SCULLY
Better him than you.
JEETER
I'm goin to shut your face.
MARTIN
He's right. I'm the one who can get
us out of h ere alive. We're not
going to fight each other okay?
GREASE
You’re going to get us out of here,
Timekeep?
Jeeter and Scully square off facing one another but neither
man moves.
MARTIN
That’s right.
GREASE
Clear out?
MARTIN
Clear out.

(CONTINUED)
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GREASE
Call it off, guys. It's over.
SCULLY
Only if the kid is the boss now. I
want to hear Jeeter say it.
JEETER
I'm not sayin nothin.
MARTIN
He doesn't have to say it.
SCULLY
He does to me.
Jabber suddenly slams his shovel down on a tie with a loud
thud, then makes an emphatic gesture with his arms to signal
the end of the argument. The men immediately shut up.
87

#
#
#
87

EXT. MAIN CAMP-TRAILER/OUTHOUSE - DAY
Cook is on a stroll to the outhouses, the shotgun in his
hand.
The wilder few are crouched down on the edge of the campsite.
Cook wedges himself through the narrow door of the first
outhouse.
The wilder few get up, move stealthily out of the woods and
gather behind the outhouse. Martin mouths one word: Heavy.
The men flex their biceps to show they understand. On the
count of three, they push the outhouse and it tilts up. The
cook shrieks and the wilder few yell like maniacs and push
again. The shack crashes over and the door flattens shut
against the ground. Prud'homme exhales loudly and thrashes
away in the outhouse. The wood cracks.
MARTIN
Settle down in there, Cook. You'll
do yourself an injury.
COOK
I'll do you an injury when I get
outta here, Timekeep! You cannot do
this to me. I will not accept this.

(CONTINUED)
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GREASE
I wouldn't talk tough if I were
you. You're in no position to.
Scully kicks the side of the box and hammers his fists
against it.
GREASE (cont’d)
Sor ry we had to i nte rru pt you r
business in there, Cook.
SCULLY
You comfort able, Cook? Come on.
Make me a ham sandwich, will ya?
He looks up the outhouse hole and sees the barrel of the
shotgun stick out. He grabs it and yanks hard. The cook
screams.
JEETER
You got to be careful with that
thing. You might get shit on it.
88

88

INT. MAIN CAMP-KITCHEN SHACK - DAY
The gang, minus Jabber, enters the kitchen. The bullcook and
flunkies nod to Martin and he nods back. They step aside when
they see the gun Scully points at them.

#

MARTIN
Bullcook. I'll need a hammer and
hundreds of nails.
Martin walks out and the wilder few head for the pantry.
89

OMITTED

89

90

INT. MAIN CAMP-FISK TRAILER/DESK - DAY

90

Martin enters Fisk’s quarters and heads for the two-way
radio. He looks for the microphone. The bullcook walks in
after him.
BULLCOOK
Don’t waste your time. Fisk makes
it useless when he’s not here.

(CONTINUED)
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He hands Martin a hammer and a box of nails and shakes his
head.
BULLCOOK (cont’d)
I warned you. Don't go down to the
pit alone.
Martin swipes two packs of cigarettes and a flashlight before
walking out.
91

91

EXT. MAIN CAMP-TRAILERS/OUTHOUSE - DAY
The men are gathered at the outhouse - Jabber is sitting on
it - eating apples. Martin arrives.
MARTIN
How much do you weigh, Prud'homme?
He hammers a nail into the outhouse.
MARTIN (cont’d)
Three fifty? Four hundred?
COOK
I don’t weigh that much. I’m short,
remember. Two ninety-five, tops.
Martin hammers two more nails.
GREASE
That's a lie.
MARTIN
I was think ing, Cook. A man who
weighs what you do better not roll
this shit box over. Not unless you
want a whole lot of nail holes up
your arse.
As Cook pleads and protests, Martin hammers dozens of nails.
COOK
Sta nd it upr igh t. I won 't mak e
trouble.
MARTIN
Wal I can't do that, Cook.

(CONTINUED)
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COOK
Bishop! The river will flow red
with blood and it won't be mine.
MARTIN
You're a broken record, Cook.
SCULLY
I don't know what he's complaining
about. It's not like we stuck him
down the hole.
COOK
You can save yourself, Bishop. Get
me out of here.
The cook stomps the floorboards as best he can and injures
himself on a nail.
COOK (cont'd)
Ow! I won't forgive this.
MARTIN
Calm down in there, Cook, or you'll
bleed to death. Don't say I didn't
warn you.
92

92

EXT. FOREST #4-WILDER FEW CAMPSITE - DAY
The wilder few are gathered around a fire eating steaks. Food
is spread on the ground: canned meat, real carrots, potatoes,
turnips and fruit, a sack of sugar and a bag of coffee.
SCULLY
I told you this boy had a plan.
JEETER
I got us food before.
SCULLY
This is the first time that we got
food where we weren't chased down
for it.
Herm peels an orange. It's a happy time for them.
MARTIN
Gentlemen. We need to talk.
The men turn to Martin.
(CONTINUED)
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MARTIN (cont'd)
Winter'll be here soon.
SCULLY
Real soon.

#

MARTIN
We have food now. It's time to go.
We can go down the Buffalo River to
the Great Slave Lake then follow
the shoreline into Hay River. It's
a hi k e, bu t w e c an ' t ge t l o st
because of the waterways.
As he speaks, Martin draws a rough map on the ground with a
stick: Buffalo River, the Lake, Hay River. The men are quiet
awhile.
MARTIN (cont'd)
When we get to Hay River, we can
ra is e a fe w c on c er n s wi t h t he
authorities.
GREASE
Fisk'll never let us get to Hay
River. He'll be after us.
MARTIN
Maybe he will. Maybe he won't. He’s
already behind schedule and he's
got winter squeezing him.
SCULLY
We gotta get out of this hell hole.
We’ll die here if we don’t.
GREASE
Jeeter?
Jeeter slowly gets up, looks at the map, wipes it away with
his foot and sits back down again.
JEETER
I say we don't go.
SCULLY
I say we just leave you behind.
JEETER
Go screw yourself.
(CONTINUED)
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SCULLY
Wouldn't you rather?
JEETER
Listen to me. I say we build up our
strength and then go. Let Fisk come
after us and we dodge him in the
woods. Then when he quits and our
strength is up - then we go. We can
do better when we aren't carryin
all this food. Now. How does that
sound? Be honest.
SCULLY
You want to know what I think about
that?
JEETER
I'm askin for your honest opinion.
Yeah.
SCULLY
This is my honest opinion.
(aiming the shotgun at
Jeeter)
I've been waitin for this. Now's a
good time.
GREASE
Lay off him, Scully.
JEETER
You don't have the balls.
Scully pulls the trigger and fires a blast that explodes
Jeeter's face. He is knocked over backward and flops down
dead.
SCULLY
Wrong again.
The echo of the blast endlessly reverberates in the distance.
Scully snaps the breach and picks the spent shell from the
gun.
SCULLY (cont'd)
I vote we go with the kid and get
ourselves out of here now.

#

Martin is frozen in his spot. Jeeter's face is a mangle of
blood. The dog barks somewhere in the distance.
(CONTINUED)
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Martin snaps out of his stupor. He turns his gaze away from
Jeeter and coughs to clear out his voice.

#

MARTIN
Ga th e r u p s om e f o od . H e’ s no t
layin’ track today.

#
#

Scully stands up and looks at Martin. His eyes are radiant
and eager. Martin fearfully looks back at him.
SCULLY
I knew from the start you'd get us
out. I'm on your side, Timekeep.
MARTIN
(nodding slightly)
Let's get going.
SCULLY
He'll get u s out of he re. Trust
him. You cross him, you can kiss
the world goodbye.
93

EXT. BUFFALO RIVER #8-TRAIL NEAR RIVER - DAY

93

The five wilder few move in single file down a path that
leads to Buffalo River. Each man carries a potato sack packed
with food. Scully has the shotgun cradled in his arms. Martin
carries a lining bar.
94

EXT. BUFFALO RIVER - DAY
SHOTS -

ALTERNATELY - of the wilder few and the posse.

The wilder few cross the river. The sun is hot. Everyone is
perspiring. Herm suffers from the weight of the pack on his
back.
Fisk and a posse of three follow King’s lead. The dog sniffs
at the ground and barks once in a while.

94
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EXT. BUFFALO RIVER #10 - DAY
The gang walks in the water near the shore. The dog barks in
the distance. Martin gets out of the water and is about to
climb an incline. Jabber stops him and shakes his head. He
emphatically indicates to go along the riverbank.

#
#

MARTIN
You’re right. It’ll be quicker.

#
#

HERM
We're doomed no matter what.

#

SCULLY
Shut up!
He shoves Herm and they resume walking along the riverside.
In the background, very far away, we see the posse trudging
along.
96

OMITTED

96

97

EXT. BUFFALO RIVER #12 - EVENING

97

Daylight is fading. The men’s pace has slowed.
GREASE
We can't walk all night. Herm won't
make it.
HERM
I' m do in g al l ri gh t . Yo u mi nd
yourself.
GREASE
All right I won't make it. I'm not
in shape for a walk all night and
day.
Jabber mimics sleeping, lowering his head onto his hands that
he holds together.

#
#

GREASE (cont'd)
By t h e r i v e r we ca n se e th e m
coming . We’ll hav e a decent
warning.

#
#
#
#
#
(CONTINUED)
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MARTIN
All right . We'll go until it's
about dark and make camp. But I
won't be sleeping here. I'm going
back.

#

GREASE
What do you mean back?
MARTIN
I want to steal the dog.
GREASE
I'll advise against it.
SCULLY
The boy knows what he's doin.
GREASE
I'm only advising. I ain't telling.
MARTIN
It's all ri ght, Scully . I don't
mind listening to advice.
SCULLY
Anybody gets on your nerves, you
let me know.
MARTIN
Wa l I d on ' t wa n t yo u s ho o ti ng
anybody again.
HERM
Did you hear him, Scully?
SCULLY
You worried about somethin there,
Herm?
GREASE
Just don’t shoot nobody anymore.

#

SCULLY
You got a problem, Grease?

#

(CONTINUED)
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MARTIN
Change the subject. Scully's not
going to shoot anybody again and
that's that.
They walk on in silence after that.
98

98

EXT. BUFFALO RIVER #13-ESCAPE CAMPSITE #1 - NIGHT
They have built a cooking fire along the riverside. Scully is
already asleep with his shotgun under him. Herm and Jabber
are eating stew out of tins. Grease and Martin are exchanging
boots.

#

GREASE
They're your boots really.
MARTIN
Thanks.
GREASE
Don't mention it.
Martin finishes lacing his boots and gets up.
MARTIN
Just keep following the river if
I'm not back in the morning. I'll
catch up.
99

99

EXT. BUFFALO RIVER #11 - NIGHT
Martin runs across the shore of the river with his lining
bar.

100

100

EXT. BUFFALO RIVER #10-POSSE CAMP - NIGHT
Fisk and the posse are camped out in the forest. They have a
fire going. POSSE GUY #3 is keeping guard, sitting on a rock.
Martin silently steps into the camp where King is sleeping.
The dog wakes up and licks Martin’s face. Martin unhitches
King and creeps away.
When they are far enough, Martin removes the dog's leash and
he and the dog run like free spirits.

(CONTINUED)
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MARTIN
Come on, bo y. Come on with me .
Martin looks happy.
101

OMITTED

101

102

EXT. FOREST-NEAR WILDER FEW CAMPSITE - NIGHT

102

Martin and King run in the direction opposite the posse’s
journey. After a while Martin slows his pace. His breath is
short. He walks through thick woods and approaches the wilder
few’s previous campsite. He turns to the dog:
MARTIN
There’s something I have to do.
103

103

EXT. FOREST #4-WILDER FEW CAMPSITE - NIGHT
Martin has dug a shallow hole with his lining bar. He puts
the tool down and takes a few steps to where Jeeter’s body is
lying amid extra-large cans of food the wilder few left
behind. Martin grabs the dead man by the ankles, pulls him
down into his grave and tosses earth on his feet. Then he
jumps away and the dog barks. Martin clasps his chest.
MARTIN
Wal no.
He bends down on his knees and creeps slowly toward the
grave. A gurgle occurs in Jeeter’s neck. Martin jumps away
and the dog barks again.
MARTIN (cont'd)
No . J ee t er . Da mm i t m e, y ou 'r e
breathing.
He moves off, horrified, and then moves back again.
MARTIN (cont'd)
(softly)
Jeeter. You hear me?
The dog whimpers. Martin partly whispers, partly shouts.
MARTIN (cont'd)
Talk to me. No don’t! You have no
face!
(CONTINUED)
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He panics and runs and falls. He tries to make himself calm.
He m oves to ward th e gr ave , li ste ns t o t he b urb le a nd
whispers:
MARTIN (cont'd)
I can't help you out, Jeeter. You
got to let yourself die here, all
right? There's no way out. You're
all shot up. Go on, let yourself
die all right?
He drops on his knees and holds his face in his hands. When
he has calmed down once more, he takes a deep breath and
stands up. He shoves dirt on Jeeter's boots and legs. He
retrieves his lining bar and holds it high. His breathing
increases.
MARTIN (cont'd)
You bastard, Jeeter. What you want
to do this to me for?
He looks at the sky.
MARTIN (cont'd)
I can't leave him here not dead.
We hear a gurgle in Jeeter's throat again.
104

104

EXT. BUFFALO RIVER #10-RIVER BANK - DAY
Martin and the dog walk on the shore. Martin’s face is dirty
and sweaty. He stops, chucks his lining bar and washes his
face and hands.
He sits on the river bank and stares at the flow of water for
a long time. His expression is no longer that of a boy.

105

Omitted

105

106

EXT. BUFFALO RIVER #14-ESCAPE CAMPSITE #2 - NIGHT

106

Martin approaches the wilder few’s campfire. He shortens the
dog’s lead when he sees Scully.
SCULLY
Hey, Boss.

(CONTINUED)
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MARTIN
Hey.
Martin sits down. Grease smiles and gives Martin a can of
food and a cup of coffee. Martin takes the food and holds it
in his palm for King to eat.
GREASE
Are they coming?
MARTIN
Fisk quit. We're safe enough.
SCULLY
I told you he was goin to get us
out of here.
The dog snuggles up beside Martin.
SCULLY (cont'd)
That dog's on our side now.

#

MARTIN
He's tired. Like me.
GREASE
What happened?
MARTIN
Nothing to tell. I stole the dog.
And Fisk quit.
Martin shuts his eyes. Then he opens them again.
MARTIN (cont'd)
Where's Herm?
The men look at each other. Martin looks at each one.
SCULLY
Herm went back. Said he couldn't
walk any further.

#

MARTIN
You shoot him, Scully?
SCULLY
I never shot him.
He cracks open the shotgun and shows Martin one empty chamber
and one that's loaded.
(CONTINUED)
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SCULLY (cont'd)
I don't have extra shells. One I
used on Jeeter. This one might've
been for Herm but he just left.
The men look at each other. Martin looks at each one.

#

MARTIN
So it’s just us.
107

#
#
107

EXT. BUFFALO RIVER #15-CLEARING - DAY
Martin, Jabber, Grease and Scully - who never lets go of his
shotgun - walk at a quick pace on a flat shore.

108

#

108

EXT. BUFFALO RIVER #16 - DAY
Martin, Scully, Jabber and Grease are resting, eating peanuts
in the shell.
MARTIN
When we get there, we'll go to the
police. Fisk can’t get away with
what he’s done.
Scully sits up.
SCULLY
I don't want to talk to the cops.
All I want is out of this place.
MARTIN
What's been done to us will get
public attention. We'll get paid
for our work.
GREASE
Maybe, under the circumstances. You
know. Maybe you shouldn't bother
talking to the cops.
MARTIN
What circumstances?
GREASE
Jeeter.
Martin sits up.
(CONTINUED)
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MARTIN
This is not about Jeeter.
Jabber slaps his hands loudly, and points to the ground. He
has written two words with peanut shells. NO COPS.

(CONTINUED)

#
#
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MARTIN (cont'd)
I’m gonna do what’s right.

#

SCULLY
You shouldn't think about what's
right or wrong so much.
MARTIN
Yeah?
SCULLY
Yeah.
MARTIN
We'll see what happens.
SCULLY
Maybe some of us will and some of
us won't.
MARTIN
I'm getting you out of here.
SCULLY
That don't mean I owe you.
MARTIN
No it don't.
SCULLY
So shaddup about it.
Jabber slams the ground and stomps off. He can’t stand it
anymore.

#
#

Martin puts up his hands and is quiet. He lies down beside
the dog. He looks like he's going to cry. Grease puts a hand
on his shoulder.

#

GREASE
Are you giving me back those boots?
MARTIN
Wal they're my boots.
GREASE
I just lent them back to you. I
didn't say it was for keeps.

(CONTINUED)
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MARTIN
They're my boots. You want them
back, you got to take them off me.
(beat) If you got the guts.
109

109

EXT. BUFFALO RIVER #17-ESCAPE CAMPSITE #3 - DAWN
They wake up shivering from the cold.

110

110

EXT. BUFFALO RIVER #18-RIVERSIDE - DAY
The river bank is rough, nearly impracticable. Jabber is more
agile th an his c ompanion s and w alks ahe ad. The others
painstakingly trudge on.

111

#

111

EXT. BUFFALO RIVER #19-ESCAPE CAMPSITE #4 - NIGHT
Martin, Scully and Grease are sitting by the fire. Scully,
with one hand on his gun, passes mugs of coffee around.
Grease is removing his boots.
GREASE
Jabber must've gone ahead. He walks
faster'n us.

#

MARTIN
Wal, who needs him?
SCULLY
You stic kin wit h u s, Time kee p?
'Ca use if yo u a re n't I wan t t o
know.
MARTIN
I'm staying together until there's
no one left.
GREASE
I don't see why you can't lend me
those boots for a day. My feet are
tearing up.
He shows them his bleeding and blistered feet.
SCULLY
You got tir ed dogs? I can shoot
them off if you want.
(CONTINUED)
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He chuckles madly to himself. Grease puts his boots back on.
They settle among crevices in rock and are quiet awhile.
SCULLY (cont'd)
We could just leave him behind.
MARTIN
We could.
GREASE
Go to hell the both of ya. Just go
to hell.
112

112

EXT. GREAT SLAVE LAKE-LAKESHORE #1 - DAY
Martin and Grease stand on the shore of the Great Slave Lake.
The other side is not visible. There is little vegetation.
GREASE
You won't leave me here, will ya?
MARTIN
Don't worry about it, Grease.
GREASE
I don't think he'll do either of us
if we stick together. He's only got
one shell left for two.
MARTIN
I don't think he wants to kill us
particularly.
GREASE
Me? No. You? Maybe.
MARTIN
I don't know.
GREASE
I don't know either. That's why we
should stick together.
Scully joins them. Martin and Grease look at each other and
pick up their packs. They trudge on slowly with the dog
alongside them.
MARTIN
Just remember this.
(CONTINUED)
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SCULLY
What?
MARTIN
If Grease gets left behindGREASE
I can keep up.
MARTIN
If Grease gets left behind and you
waste your last shell on meSCULLY
Yeah?
MARTIN
Then you got to learn to feed this
dog by hand.
SCULLY
I'm not feeding that dog.
MARTIN
If you don't feed this dog, it'll
run wild an d that's th e day you
start smelling like dog meat. You
might want to think about that.
They walk in silence for a while.
SCULLY
Hey, guys. I want you to know.
MARTIN
What?
SCULLY
I'm not plannin to shoot either
one of youse.
GREASE
Yeah. Like you didn't plan to shoot
Jeeter.
SCULLY
He just made me mad. Killing him
seemed like the right idea.
MARTIN
You enjoy shooting people, Scully?
(CONTINUED)
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SCULLY
I enjoyed shootin Jeeter. The man
got on my nerves for too long.
MARTIN
It can happen.
On a plateau twenty feet ahead, they see three wolves lope
off with long strides. The dog runs off to chase them.
MARTIN (cont'd)
King! Come back here!
113

Omitted

113

114

Omitted

114

115

EXT. GREAT SLAVE LAKE-LAKESHORE #2/CLIFF/PLATEAU - DAY

115

The men climb up and reach the plateau. They hear fighting
and snarling.
116

EXT. GREAT SLAVE LAKE-LAKESHORE #3/CLIFF/PLATEAU - DAY
Martin finds the dog, chewed up and bleeding. He kneels and
touches the dog's one good ear and the dog whimpers. Grease
and Scully come up. Scully snickers.
SCULLY
This kinda changes things.
Martin stands up. The dog flinches at his feet.
MARTIN
Shoot him.
SCULLY
I'm not wastin my last shell on a
dyin dog.
Grease picks up a large stone.
GREASE
Shoot the d og or I'll bash your
head in.
Martin speaks slowly.
(CONTINUED)

116
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MARTIN
Shoot one of us and the one left
standing will bash your head in,
Scully. I swear.
SCULLY
It's dyin anyhow. Wait ten minutes.
Grease picks up another stone and starts tapping it against
the other in a steady rhythm.
MARTIN
Sh oo t t h e do g , S cu l ly . Y ou ' re
running out of time.
Scully starts fidgeting and hands the shotgun to Martin.
SCULLY
Shoot that dog yourself.
Martin takes the gun and looks down at the suffering dog.
GREASE
Shoot him.
SCULLY
Yeah . Shoo t'e m. Let 's see wh at
you're made of.
GREASE
(whispering)
Not the dog.
Scully looks at Grease and then at Martin. Martin levels the
shotgun in Scully’s direction.
SCULLY
Hey.
GREASE
Shoot.
MARTIN
We're going into town. We're going
to t h e p ol i ce . W e 'r e go nn a do
what's right.
Martin aims the barrel at Grease.
MARTIN (cont'd)
I want my pay in full.
(CONTINUED)
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GREASE
All right.
MARTIN
Just so we understand each other.
SCULLY
What about Jeeter?
MARTIN
I won't bring him up.
GREASE
I won't either. Scully? Give him
your word.
Scully looks at the gun.
SCULLY
He doesn't really need it, does he?
MARTIN
So?
(Scully doesn’t answer)
I'm going to tell you something.
It's between us. I don't want you
to worry about me telling... That
you killed Jeeter. On account of
you didn't.
Scully and Grease both frown.
MARTIN (cont’d)
I went back that first night to
lead the posse away from us. And I
got that done. But I went back for
another reason...
GREASE
To steal the dog.
MARTIN
...To bury Jeeter.
GREASE
You never.
MARTIN
I did. And when I found him, he was
still breathing.
(CONTINUED)
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SCULLY
What'd he say?
MARTIN
What do you think he said? You shot
his mouth off!
SCULLY
I thought I did.
MARTIN
He was dying like this dog is here.
So I killed him to put him out of
his mi ser y. Tha t' s w hy I d on' t
intend to talk about Jeeter.
Scully and Grease don't speak or move for a while. They just
stare at Martin. Then Scully smiles.
SCULLY
So how'd you do it?
MARTIN
Never mind about that.
SCULLY
You never killed Jeeter.
MARTIN
Wal I did.
SCULLY
Then how.
Martin returns Scully's stare and takes his time before
speaking.
MARTIN
I was carry ing that li ning bar,
remember? He was making a gurgling
sound. I couldn't let him die like
th at so I ra m me d t h e ba r d o wn
th ro u gh hi s t hr o at an d t he n I
rammed it again down through his
heart and he was quiet after that.
SCULLY
(smiling)
So you're a killer boy.

(CONTINUED)
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Martin lowers the gun and pulls the trigger. He then flings
the shotgun.
117

EXT. GREAT SLAVE LAKE-LAKESHORE #1/CLIFF - DAWN

117

Martin, Grease and Scully climb down the last few feet of the
plateau and walk along the shore of the Great Slave Lake.
They see an old fishing boat anchored not far away. A lone
wizened man puts out a dinghy and starts rowing ashore.
GREASE
We’re here.
118

EXT. GREAT SLAVE LAKE-LAKESHORE #1/FERRY BOAT - DAY

118

The boat's engine is cantankerous and sputters. The ferryman
is talking on the radio at the front of the boat. Martin,
Grease and Scully are at the rear of the boat savouring a
bottle of beer that they share.
The ferryman finishes his conversation and joins them. Scully
hands him cans of vegetables.
FERRYMAN
I'm not goin to charge yuh nothin.
You lo ok lik e yuh bee n ch arg ed
plenty so far.
SCULLY
Take it. We don't want it anymore.
From now on, I'm eatin meat.
Scully and Grease laugh. Martin looks a little worried.
MARTIN
The way you waited for us at that
spot was almost like you knew we
were coming.
FERRYMAN
I picked up one of youse before.
Ind ian gu y. Did n’ t s ay muc h. I
asked if there was more of youse,
he held up three fingers.

#
#
#
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EXT. GRANGER SEAPLANE HARBOUR-ON THE DOCK - DAY
Granger’s harbour emerges into view. Grease's jaw trembles
and his eyes start to water. Scully slaps the side of the
boat repeatedly and laughs.
SCULLY
New York City.
GREASE
Freedom!
SCULLY
Let the good times roll!
MARTIN
I’ve got a girlfriend there.
SCULLY
Ha! So that's why you wanted to get
here so bad.
MARTIN
Could be.
SCULLY
We’re on this goddam pleasure trip
because of a girl?!
The boat arrives at the wharf. Three men wearing raincoats
and hoods are loading Granger’s seaplane.
Martin, Scully and Grease jump off the boat. Martin shakes
the ferryman’s hand. Grease imitates him.
MARTIN
Thanks a million.
UNFRIENDLY VOICE (V.O.)
Even ing , Time kee p. It's bee n a
while.
Martin turns around abruptly. The man with the unfriendly
voice takes his hood off: it is Fisk. Martin looks accusingly
at the ferryman but the man is looking at his feet.
Fisk walks toward Martin. Martin gazes at him with fear.

(CONTINUED)
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FISK
Now, son, you've been derelict in
your duties haven't you?
Fisk stops ten feet away from Martin.
FISK (cont’d)
You've wasted my time and muddled
in my busin ess, and fo r no good
reason except a fit of temper.
MARTIN
That's not exactly how I'dFISK
Now you shaddup, son, if you know
what's good for you.
MARTIN
You putting me out in the woods
again?
FISK
Tell you wha t. I nee d ev ery
available hand there is. I got to
make up for lost time. Now. I will
ask you one question and I expect a
straight answer. Where's my dog?
MARTIN
I shot him.
FISK
You shot my dog for no good reason?
MARTIN
A pack of w olves tore him up. I
killed your dog for his own good,
Fisk.
The foreman and the timekeeper stare one another down.
MARTIN (cont’d)
Wal I did.
FISK
I guess you saved me the trouble.
MARTIN
Maybe I did.
(CONTINUED)
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FISK
Are you comin peaceably or not?
Fisk walks toward Martin. One of his men follows him.
MARTIN
You can't make me.
Fisk unsheathes his hunting knife.
FISK
Think so?
Fisk's man grabs him by the arm and leads him toward the
seaplane. Martin looks around him. He sees Mr. Granger
fiddling with the instruments in his seaplane; he sees a
furious Scully being pushed in; he sees Fisk giving the
ferryman a wad of money; he sees Nicole coming out of the
house. Martin looks sadly at her and then lowers his eyes. He
gets shoved into the plane. He looks out the window. Nicole
looks as downhearted as Martin does.
120

120

EXT. MAIN CAMP-TRAILERS/PARKING LOT - DAY
CLOSE UP of Cook's fat face.
COOK
Those men don't eat in my kitchen.
One of Fisk’s men opens the tailgate of the red pickup.
Scully, Grease and Martin jump off. Their hands are tied
behind their backs. The railroaders are boarding the trucks
and stare at them with zero commiseration.
Cook clutches Martin's hair and whispers in his ear.
COOK (cont'd)
Fourteen men to heave that outhouse
upright again. That's how many it
too k. I t old yo u I d idn ’t lik e
confined spaces. My suffering comes
at a high p rice and I am hereby
devoted to ride you down. When you
have had enough, you may bawl on
your knees and only th en will I
co n s i d e r o n e f i n a l a c t o f
repentance before I let you off.
Fisk boards his pickup and shouts.
(CONTINUED)
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FISK
I don’t have time for your crap ,
Prud’homme. I’ve got track to lay.
MARTIN
You can't make me beg, Prud'homme.
COOK
Maybe that's why we're here, son.
Maybe that' s why we've been put
upon this earth. To find that out.
121

EXT. RAILWAY TRACKS/WORKSITE #7- DAY

121

Scully, Grease and Martin have joined the crew on the track
and are hammering spikes. Martin hammers in a spike then
flails his hammer through the air and hits the next. He seems
to enjoy the work. Grease and Scully trail behind. Grease
looks weak.
122

Omitted

122

123

Omitted

123

124

EXT. RAILWAY TRACKS/WORKSITE #7 - EVENING

124

In the light of a speeder, Martin, Scully and Grease are
working under a railroader-come-guard’s surveillance (POSSE
GUY #2). Their hands are blistered and bloody. Grease falls
on his knees and the guard gives him a shove with his foot.
MARTIN
You touch him again and I will
split your skull with this hammer.
POSSE GUY #2
Yeah, well it’s your turn to put in
your eighteen-twenty hours, buster!
This is nothin but payback!
Grease gets up but he can’t raise his hammer anymore. Neither
can Scully. Martin completes the job as the other two watch
him. The roar of a waterfall is faintly audible.
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EXT. RAILWAY TRACKS/WORKSITE #7 - NIGHT
The guard has left. The three men are sleeping by a fire.
They are bound together by chain and locked to the rail. They
wake up together. They hear noise in the woods and speak in
low voices.
SCULLY
Bear.
MARTIN
Can you reach that spike-hammer,
Scully?
Scully stretches himself to the limit of his chains but the
hammer is too far. Martin realizes the creature approaching
is not an animal.
MARTIN (cont'd)
Who's that?
The man comes on up the grade.
HERM
I brought you some beans.
GREASE
Hi, Herm. You made it. Way to go,
Herm!
MARTIN
Hey buddy. How are you?
Herm appears frailer than ever. His cheeks are hollow and his
posture is stooped.
HERM
I was worried that Scully shot you.
Scully shot a man. I seen him do
it.
GREASE
We were all there, Herm.
SCULLY
I didn't ki ll him dead . The boy
took care of that.
Herm hands them a can of beans. They bash the tin against the
rail and eat the cold beans.
(CONTINUED)
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GREASE
How come you turned back, Herm? Not
that you're not better off for it.
HERM
Scully kill ed Jeeter a nd Scully
said I'd be next.
MARTIN
You told him that?
SCULLY
I was just kiddin around.
HERM
Scully might come.
SCULLY
Why's he talk about me like I'm not
here?
MARTIN
Are you okay, Herm?
Martin puts his hand on Herm's elbow and Herm sits down.
HERM
I'm building my winter shack. Near
the waterfalls.
(pointing toward the
woods)
Got to get ready for snow.
MARTIN
You can't stay here this winter.
Most days it's forty below, Herm.
HERM
This is my land. I’m not moving.
MARTIN
Do you know who I am, Herm?
HERM
Sure I do. You keep th e time. I
brought you those beans.
SCULLY
You he knows. Me? I'm invisible.
Herm looks right at Scully.
(CONTINUED)
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HERM
All hands on deck. Abandon ship.
Repeat. Abandon ship. All hands on
deck.
Scully whistles and circles his finger around his ear. Herm
jumps to his feet.
HERM (cont'd)
Abandon ship! Man the lifeboats!
GREASE
Take it easy, Herm. We're a long
way from the friggin ocean.
Herm slumps to his knees and clutches the steel rail.
HERM
Do you keep that time, Timekeeper?
Do you keep it?
MARTIN
I keep it.
HERM
Abandon ship.
Herm stands and walks toward the woods.
MARTIN
Hey, Herm. Thanks for the beans!
SCULLY
Don 't for get yo ur li fe jac ket ,
Herm.
HERM
(without turning around)
Scully shot Jeeter.
SCULLY
I s hou ld' ve sho t him . T hen th e
ti me k ee p c ou ld ' ve s t ab be d h im
through the heart to f inish him
off.
MARTIN
Shut your mouth.
SCULLY
You gonna make me?
(CONTINUED)
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Martin and Scully glare at each other.
GREASE
Hey. You guys mind standing? I need
to take a leak.
The three get up together. Their backs to us, they urinate.
Grease passes wind.
GREASE (cont'd)
Beans.
SCULLY
Good thi ng w e're not ins ide
somewheres.
A moment of silence.
GREASE
It was good to see old Herm again.
126

126

EXT. RAILWAY TRACKS/WORKSITE #7 - DAY
Martin, Scully and Grease are sitting on the grade all by
themselves. They are still bound by chains. Cook climbs out
of a pickup with a pot.
COOK
Breakfast. I call it Prud'homme's
Superior Swill. Try it. You'll like
it.
Cook deposits the pot at their feet. Martin dips his hand in
it and takes out a lump of what looks like bread soaked in
compact oatmeal. He puts it in his mouth.
MARTIN
Mmmm. Delicious.
Grease and Scully each take a lump and swallow. They gag
somewhat.
COOK
You wi ll not g ive me
satisfaction of your misery.

the

MARTIN
I won't.

(CONTINUED)
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COOK
Then your misery shall increase;
and the misery of your companions
also.
SCULLY
We didn't do nothin.
The cook slowly lowers himself on the rail and sits down. He
watches Martin without mercy.
COOK
I will tell you a story, Bishop.
MARTIN
I don’t want to hear it.
COOK
Maybe there 's things y ou should
know about me. Millions of years
ago when di nosaurs sti ll roamed
these woods, the world made me a
cook in the army. I was shown the
kitchen and told to bake. Now all I
get to do is wander around where
mines are dug and forests cut down
and oil siphoned from rock and all
I ge t t o d o i n m y l if e i s t he
cooking. Well I am sorry, folks.
Bu t I w i l l h a v e m y d a y . I a m
itching for war, son.
Scully is suddenly interested. Martin hasn’t stopped eating.
COOK (cont'd)
A barbaric age will co me again.
Everybody knows that. An army will
for m a gai n, som e day so on. Bu t
until then, I will have my say.
Grease looks from Cook to Martin and back again and wonders
what's happening.
COOK (cont'd)
Show me a l asting peac e, son. I
have not seen it yet. Show me your
renegade businessman dedicated to
the welfare of others. Show me your
renegade politician who campaigns
against the interests of his own
power.
(CONTINUED)
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MARTIN
This peace might last, Cook.
COOK
Peace is nothing more than a lull
between battles. It's the chance to
re s t o c k a n d b r ee d a g a i n . I ' m
letting you know, son. I'm training
you in the discipline of war.
MARTIN
You know what I think, Cook?
COOK
I'm listening.
MARTIN
I t hin k s ome bod y did yo u h arm .
No b o d y ' s m o r e da n g e r o u s t h a n
somebody to whom harm's been done.
My dad taught me that. Misery loves
company.
COOK
Misery love s company. What that
really means is you can never know
my suffering until I inflict it on
you.
Martin shakes his head.
COOK (cont'd)
Tell you what. I will be a renegade
devil and do good. But only if you
will be a renegade angel and do
bad. Whatever harm you do, I will
match with goodness. I will walk
away from myself if you will walk
away from yourself. Is that a deal?
MARTIN
I can't make that deal.
COOK
Yes you can. And you will.
MARTIN
No I won't.

(CONTINUED)
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COOK
But you can save me, son. Save me
fr o m my so r r y s e l f . On l y th e
promise of your wickedness will
make me do good. It’s up to you.
Martin looks at him in his madness and disarray.
MARTIN
Take a hike all right? I'm tired of
your sick talk.
Prud'homme heaves himself upright. He looks down on the boy.
COOK
You have chosen to be the enemy.
That means you have ch osen war,
li k e m e . I bi d yo u go o d da y ,
Bishop. I will remember you always
as the one who could have saved me
but did not.
The cook walks away.
GREASE
I have known some crazy people in
my time but he takes the cake.
127

OMITTED

127

128

I/E. MAIN CAMP-MARTIN’S TRAILER/BUNKROOM - NIGHT

128

It is bitterly cold. Martin, Scully and a shivering Grease,
their wrists tied one to the other, file through a bunch of
workers on their way to Martin’s bunkroom. Some workers are
wearing sweaters. The more unfortunate only have their summer
shirts. The three men enter the bunkroom.
They sit on the bed. Martin spots his parents’ photograph
under the bunk, yanks it with his free hand and puts it in
his pocket. The bullcook walks in with plates of table scraps
and blankets folded over his arm like a waiter’s towels.
129

129

EXT. RAILWAY TRACKS/WORKSITE #8 - DAY
It is warm again. He swings his hammer with energy, Scully
and Grease sluggishly.
(CONTINUED)
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Fisk is a few yards away positioning ties. He watches Martin
and seems appreciative. Martin is the best worker around.
130

130

EXT. PINE POINT-RAILWAY TRACKS/WORKSITE #9 - DAY
Two days later. The end of the line is 100 feet away: Pine
Point Mi ne's ten ts and p rospect ors' equ ipment a nd are
visible. Spikes are sprinkled like seeds down the length of
the track.
FISK
Sto p t he mac hin es ! M en! Ga the r
around. Timekeeper, come over here.
Martin goes over.
MARTIN
What's going on, Fisk?
The two can’t be heard by the others. Fisk indicates posse
guy #2, the guard who has been watching the wilder few.
FISK
All this was business.
MARTIN
If you say so, Fisk.
FISK
I heard you wanted to trump up some
mu rd e r c ha rg e a g ai n st m e j u st
because that drunk Lomacki fell off
some ridge. What did you expect me
to do? Take that lyin down?
MARTIN
Wal...
Fisk looks at Martin with a smile and turns to the men. He
raises his voice.
FISK
Gentlemen, we're leaving tomorrow
morning.
Several men cheer.
FISK (cont’d)
We did it ! The re’ ll be a tr ain
running here in less than a month.
(MORE)
(CONTINUED)
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130

FISK (cont’d)
Now laying fifty-two miles of track
in fifty-two days is something. So
we’re bringing some whisky and beer
to ni g ht . W e' r e g oi n t o h av e a
party.

Some men hoot and some applaud.
FISK (cont’d)
That whisky won't come cheap, mind
you. We’re too far north for that.
The men laugh. Fisk holds up his hand. Martin stands waiting.
FISK (cont’d)
Now we got a hundred feet of spikes
to hammer home then we're done. Me
and the timekeep are goin to spike
those hundred yards. It's a race.
The railroaders cheer again. Martin looks at Fisk coldly.
FISK (cont’d)
I' m gi vi n y ou a n o pp or tu n it y,
Timekeep. You can use that hammer.
I seen you. You take one rail and
I'll take t he other. Y ou got to
pound every spike home until the
head touches the rail. The first
one to the end wins.
MARTIN
What do I win?
FISK
Your freedom.
MARTIN
I want my pay.
FISK
You'll get your pay.
MARTIN
My friends want their pay too.
FISK
Don't push it.
MARTIN
What's the matter? You don't think
you can beat me?
(CONTINUED)
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FISK
(smiling)
All right. You win and the three of
you get paid.
MARTIN
What if I lose?
FISK
Then you lose your pay.
Martin looks at the crowd.
MARTIN
All these people here - they'll say
I gambled my pay cheque and lost. I
won't be able to call you a thief.
FISK
What's the matter, kid? You don't
think you can beat me?
Martin hesitates. He turns around and looks at Grease and
Scully. Grease puts his thumb up. Martin faces Fisk again and
thinks.
FISK (cont'd)
I'm waiting, kid.
MARTIN
You're on.
FISK
Gentlemen! We got ourselves a race
here. Place your bets down! Let's
not be stingy with your cash.
131

131

EXT. PINE POINT-RAILWAY TRACKS/WORKSITE #9 - DAY
Martin feels the weight of the spike-hammer in his hand. He
looks at Fisk. He has stripped down to his bare chest and his
muscles are intimidating. One of Fisk's machine operators is
accepting bets from the workers.

132

132

EXT. PINE POINT-RAILWAY TRACKS/WORKSITE #9 - DAY
A man is standing a few feet behind Martin, and Grease is a
few feet behind Fisk. Martin breathes deep breaths.
(CONTINUED)
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MARTIN
I'm going to whup your ass, Fisk.
FISK
Think so? We'll find out. On the
count of three. One.
MARTIN
Two.
FISK and MARTIN
Three.
In an instant, Martin taps four spikes in place. He laughs
with the joy of the moment and swings again. He doesn't look
at Fisk. Grease and the other man make sure each spike head
touches the rail. There are two spikes to hit on each tie
plate, one on either side.
133

EXT. PINE POINT-RAILWAY TRACKS/WORKSITE #9 - DAY

133

They move down the track and their swinging is simultaneous.
Then Martin swings and his hammer glances off the spike. The
crowd laments. Martin swings again and this time he hits the
spike. The foreman falters also. He swears in a funk and
swings again. They march on and breathe heavily.
134

EXT. PINE POINT-RAILWAY TRACKS/WORKSITE #9 - DAY
Halfway down, Martin can scarcely lift his hammer up and he
stops to breathe. He looks back and sees Fisk has also
stopped and is breathing in great gulps. Both men smile and
they resume their hammering.
Fisk hits a spike with all his might, hits its double and
moves to the next. Grease is bent over the first spike.
GREASE
Not touching!
The crowd ooohs. Fisk swears and returns. His hammer misses
the spike and he has to hit it again. Martin swings and
swings.
SCULLY
You're gaining on him!

134
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EXT. PINE POINT-RAILWAY TRACKS/WORKSITE #9 - DAY
Within fifteen feet of the end, the crowd cheers Martin on.
He has gained two and a half ties on Fisk but his face is
screwed up with pain and the sweat in his eyes blurs his
vision. His hammer misses the next spike. Martin swings and
misses again. Fisk hammers away and Martin falls behind.

136

136

EXT. PINE POINT-RAILWAY TRACKS/WORKSITE #9 - DAY
Fisk hits his last spike and wins the race. The crowd cheers
him and groans for Martin. Martin has three spikes to go.
They both stand bent over, breathing hard.
FISK
Go on. Finish. You can drive the
last spike on the Great Slave Lake
Railway.
Martin stands straight, swings his hammer again and pounds
the last of the spikes. He then sits down in pain and rolls
over. In time, Fisk bends over and speaks to him in a quiet
voice.
FISK (cont'd)
You won something here today, kid.
Martin turns.
MARTIN
What?
FISK
You might not think it's worth much
but you never know. It might have
value to you. Where I come from it
does.
MARTIN
What?
FISK
You have won the good opinion of
your foreman.
Fisk extends his hand. Martin stands.

(CONTINUED)
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MARTIN
You whupped me. You starved me. You
chased me down in the woods. You
mad e m e live with lun ati cs and
after that you expect me to shake
your hand?
Fisk lowers his hand.
FISK
Someday you'll forget what was done
to you. What you'll remember always
is that you came through.
MARTIN
Wal I'm not shaking your hand.
FISK
Then don't. I'm just saying that
I' d be wi ll in g to sh ak e yo ur s
anytime.
Fisk raises his hand again.
MARTIN
Did you kill Lomacki?
FISK
I did not.
Martin finally raises his hand and shakes Fisk's hand.
MARTIN
What about my pay?
FISK
You lost it fair and square.
MARTIN
Wal. I guess I did.
137

137

EXT. MAIN CAMP-TRAILERS/PARKING LOT - NIGHT
Martin watches the party from his bunkroom steps. There are
bonfires in the centre of the campsite. Some men are building
a larger and brighter fire and laughing. Others are dancing
around it and tearing off their shirts. Fisk goes around
selling his whisky and laughing a lot.

(CONTINUED)
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In one part of the camp, two men take turns hitting the other
with a potato in a sock. The feasters cheer them on. One man
falls unconscious. Bets are collected. Others wrestle one
another. Cook is having a chat with Scully and he too is
laughing a lot.
138

138

EXT. MAIN CAMP-TRAILERS/PARKING LOT - DAWN
By dawn, the campsite is in a state of desolation. Empty
bott les are sca tte red her e an d t here . M en a re asle ep
everywhere. The fires are still smoking.
Martin walks through the camp looking at sleeping bodies,
stepping over some. He finds Grease near a fire, his face in
the crook of his arm. A gentle breeze stirs the coals and
lifts smoke to the trees. Martin crouches down and touches
Grease's shoulder.
MARTIN
Wake up, Grease.
Grease resists. Martin shakes him a bit more and Grease
finally opens his reddened eyes.
MARTIN (cont’d)
Grease, you awake?
Grease turns around and looks at Martin. He puts one hand on
his forehead and the other hand on the ground and slowly sits
up. He pulls at his hair.
GREASE
I wish I weren't.
MARTIN
I'm going to get Herm, Grease.
GREASE
Are yo u c raz y? Yo u'l l g et lef t
behind.
MARTIN
We can't leave him here alone.
GREASE
You'll both get left behind.
MARTIN
I’l l b e b ack in t ime . I ha ve a
plan.
(CONTINUED)
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Grease rolls his eyes and lies back down.
MARTIN (cont'd)
And I need your help.
GREASE
Oh no…
139

139

EXT. MAIN CAMP-TRAILERS/PARKING LOT - DAWN
Martin is standing by the open door of the red pickup. The
bottom half of Grease's body is sticking out of the cabin. He
is jumping the wires. The motor starts. Grease gets out and
shakes his head at Martin.

140

140

EXT. RAILWAY TRACKS/WORKSITE #1- DAY
The pickup slowly moves on, two wheels on the track, two
wheels on the ground. Then it stops. Martin opens the window
and looks around. He turns the motor off and listens: he
hears the waterfalls.

141

141

EXT. FOREST #1-RIVER/NEAR THE WATERFALLS - DAY
Martin walks in the forest, finds the river and follows it.
The roar of the cascade is louder.
Martin walks up an incline.
MARTIN
Herm? Herm, you there?!

142

Omitted

142

143

Omitted

143

144

EXT. FOREST #1-RIVER/WATERFALLS/AT THE TOP

144

- DAY

Martin comes up to the waterfalls. He gazes at the taiga for
a moment. A clicking noise makes him turn abruptly. Cook is
standing behind him, pointing a rifle at him and smiling.
COOK
Thinking about jumping, Bishop?
(CONTINUED)
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MARTIN
What do you want now?
COOK
Scully has confessed that he shot
Jeeter. But you, Bishop... you know
who stabbed him, don't you?
MARTIN
I had no choice and I'm sorry all
right?
COOK
No! No. No. Do not be remorseful,
son. You finally joined me in my
crusade. Didn't I predict that one
day you wou ld show me the black
heart and the darkness within you?
Martin looks at the falls behind him and spots a ridge . He is
scared and turns to look at Cook. Prud’homme is walking
toward him, smiling.
COOK (cont'd)
Jump, Bishop Better you jump than
fall. Or be pushed.
Martin walks backward and climbs down the ridge.
145

145

EXT. FOREST #1-RIVER/WATERFALLS/CREVICE - DAY
Martin grabs onto a couple of branches. He hears Cook's voice
above him.
COOK
Did you fly? I'm coming down there
to check that out.
Martin pries himself between rocks, descends by inches and
tries to stay calm. He moves down, slips and recovers. He
steps down again and puts his foot on a shelf in the rock
face. He faces outward now and tries to look up and not down.
COOK (cont'd)
You down there, Bishop? Look before
you, son. The world. It's yours.
The whole earth is yours. The vast
ski es. Th e h eav en s a bov e. It' s
yours. If o nly you wil l triumph
here.
(CONTINUED)
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Martin remains still.
COOK (cont'd)
Speak to me , son, I kn ow you're
down there.
Martin's face trembles.
COOK (cont'd)
Don't be shy.
MARTIN
If you want me, come down here and
get me.
COOK
Nice try. B ut all that I want I
already have, except the prospect
of war. But you, that's a different
story. If y ou leave th is place,
you'll be just another man growing
old and soft. Such a pity. After
all you've been throug h. You'll
lead a petty and worthless life. Do
you know what you must do? (beat )
Jump.
MARTIN
You got to come down here and push
me. I'm not jumping.
COOK
It's your only hope. Your spirit
will dwell on this land forever if
you ju mp. Yo u'l l bec ome on e o f
those great northern legends people
talk about. Fly, Martin. You're the
timekeeper; give yours elf up to
time. Don't lose yourself to old
age. Jump, Martin. Be triumphant.
Jump.
Martin looks out at the vast and unremitting land beyond the
waterfalls. He feels himself tipping over and presses back
harder and endures. He looks at the water and immediately
closes his eyes.
MARTIN
Pru d'h omm e? The y’l l be le avi ng
soon. Better not miss your ride.
(CONTINUED)
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No answer comes. Martin looks up.
MARTIN (cont'd)
Are you up there?
COOK
I'm here. I've got all my time. I
can wait, son.
146

146

EXT. FOREST #1-RIVER/WATERFALLS/CREVICE - DAY
Birds fly above Martin. Martin is shaking and has to grab the
ledge tighter.
COOK
Wh o w il l c ar e i f y o u su r vi v e?
Nobody loves you, son. You're an
orph an. Jump . Ma ke t his day
exemplary. Be good to yourself,
son. Do something to please me for
a change.
Martin waits and all is still.

147

EXT. FOREST #1-RIVER/WATERFALLS/CREVICE - DAY/EVENING
Martin waits and endures.
-CLOSE UP of Martin looking at the sky.
-CLOSE UP of Martin moving his head from side to side to ease
the tension in his neck.
-CLOSE UP of Martin with his eyes closed shut and his face
screwed.
-CLOSE UP of Martin’s red hands and white knuckles.
-CLOSE UP of Martin’s unsteady legs.
EVENING. Martin calls out:
MARTIN
Cook? Are you there?
Martin hears movement above. Bits of detached rock fall on
him. Panicked, Martin looks around for a way out. He looks
below him. Climbing down would mean sure death.
(CONTINUED)
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He can hear someone approaching. Tired and terrified, Martin
hangs on to his boulder and looks up. Herm's ghostly face
appears.
HERM
You can come on out. He's gone.
148

EXT. RAILWAY TRACKS/WORKSITE #1- EVENING

148

Martin and Herm come out of the woods and start walking
toward the railway. Martin stops in his tracks when he sees
the pickup. The hood is open, wires are hanging out. He
sighs.
HERM
I got to build my shack for winter.
Herm walks toward the track and Martin follows him in a daze.
149

I/E. MAIN CAMP-FISK TRAILER - DAY

149

A fire is burning in Fisk’s potbellied stove. Herm unhooks
brass snares hanging from the ceiling above. On top of his
clothes, he is wearing a double layer of potato sack. He
heads for the door. We discover Martin sleeping on the floor,
fully dressed and covered in potato sacks. He wakes up as
Herm touches the doorknob. Herm turns to Martin and opens his
mouth to speak but is interrupted by Martin's voice.
MARTIN (V.O.)
Don't say it!
Martin sits up and aims his finger at Herm.
MARTIN
Don't say it, Herm!
Herm resists the urge to "say it". He smiles and walks out.
Martin gets up, goes to the desk and sits down. He opens a
folder that contains time logs: Martin’s and Herm's names; 24
hours worked under each weekday and 36 under Saturdays and
Sundays. They are at the end of the fourth week. Martin
writes 36 under Sunday.
150

Omitted

150
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EXT. RAILWAY TRACKS/WORKSITE #2-CAMP/PARKING - DAY
A blanket of fresh snow covers the ground. Martin walks up to
the tracks.
Herm is fifty feet away, near the edge of the woods, crouched
on the ground and waiting patiently. A path of rabbits'
footprints leads to him.

152

152

EXT. RAILWAY TRACKS/WORKSITE #2-CAMP/PARKING - DAY
Martin chips at a burned log with a rock. He moves ever so
slightly as he chips away; a strange slow dance.

153

153

EXT. RAILWAY TRACKS/WORKSITE #2-CAMP/PARKING - DAY
Herm suddenly starts running - a strange dance considering
his frailty - towards Martin.
HERM
Martin!
Martin looks up at him.
HERM (cont'd)
Martin! Martin!
MARTIN
Don't say it! No!
Herm is twenty feet from Martin when he shouts:
HERM
Abandon ship! Abandon ship!
Martin drops his arms and sighs.
MARTIN
Ah geez…
He starts chipping at his log again, pretending not to hear.
HERM
Martin! Abandon ship! Abandon ship!
Train! Train!
On hearing those words, Martin stops. His face changes.

(CONTINUED)
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HERM (cont'd)
Train! Abandon ship!
Martin walks toward Herm and catches him in his arms as his
run comes to an end. He puts his hands on his shoulders and
holds him firmly. He looks him in the eye. Herm smiles and
says softly:
HERM (cont'd)
Nicole?
Martin smiles. He lets go of Herm and turns around.
The train is coming. They stand on the track and wait.
154

EXT. RAILWAY TRACKS/WORKSITE #2-CAMP/PARKING - DAY
When the train is near, Martin puts both his arms up and the
train slowly comes to a stop. In the snow, we discover
Martin’s footprints sprinkled with charred chips of wood and
forming an unfinished word: NICOL.
THE END
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